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    CHAPTER 1   

    Abstract     The chapter highlights the need for a new conversation partner 
to the religious studies of Korean American Christianity, one that consists 
of the voices of second-generation Korean American men. Hearn pro-
poses that Korean American men need healing. Furthermore, as second- 
generation Korean American men heal, the communities in which they 
live and lead have different opportunities to the same. Hearn closes the 
chapter by locating himself and revealing the impetus and motivation for 
his work.  

  Keywords     Korean American Christianity   •   Second-Generation Korean 
American   •   Han   

   Pastors   and scholars have provided contemporary resources on  Korean 
Americans   and their  religious   experiences throughout the years. My hope 
is that this project is a resource that complements these conversations. This 
contribution is unique in that it explores in interdisciplinary fashion the  sec-
ond-generation   Korean American religious experiences through the voices 
and experiences of second-generation Korean American  men  . There have 
been several resources by, and for, Korean American  women   and rightfully 
so; Korean and Asian American  communities   have needed them for our 
 churches   and in our  theological   and pastoral formation. You will fi nd many 
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of these resources throughout this book and in the bibliography. That said, 
there has been a dearth of explicit theological and  spiritual   resources for 
Korean American men to address important issues for men and the commu-
nities in which they live and lead.  1   Understandably, some may have concern 
over an explicit work for men. After all, we live in a  patriarchal   structure 
where an unwillingness to name the very  power   differentials that stem from 
gender  discrepancies   continues to favor an unspoken societal gender  norm  . 
From casual conversations to scholarly forums in which I have participated 
with Korean American women, the message of hurt, anger,  disappoint-
ment  , and  resistance   to patriarchy rings clearly and loudly in their voices. 
We, men, are indebted to the work of Asian American  women   who have 
gone before us pointing out  systems   of  oppression   and  injustice  , and within 
the  church   no less. 

 Michael  Kaufman   brings our attention to the notion of a “ triad of 
violence  .”  2   We must address issues of  violence   toward others—particularly 
women and  children  , other men, and within our own individual lives, in 
order that we, and the  communities   in which we live, might exist more 
freely and peaceably. At the heart of  critical feminism   lies a commitment 
for a deep and true  freedom   for  all . And in order for this freedom to occur 
in society and in our communities, men need to be aware of the issues that 
surround and infl uence them including issues of  power  , patriarchy, and 
violence. We must also move from  awareness   and  education   to  action  , rec-
tifying broken relationships and  systems   in which we have been complicit. 
Critical studies are not politically free endeavors as they serve  prophetic   
roles in deconstructive ways that often carry a price calling for change. 
However, the maintenance of  status quo   is neither politically free as it 
serves to continue existing structures. In this sense, this book, unapolo-
getically, is an attempt to contribute to this freedom work. 

 To understand Korean American  men   and address various concerns 
and issues, an interdisciplinary approach is needed. As I propose through-
out,  second-generation   Korean American men are complex  sociohistorical   
beings who contend daily with others’ interpretations of who they and 
their bodies can be. We cannot interpret Korean American men solely 
through a single lens. Rather, we need multiple lenses to comprehend 
the vast experiences and realities of Korean American men and the  com-
munities   in which they participate. For this reason, I use resources from 
Asian American studies, sociology of sport, men’s studies, spirituality, and 
religious education to dialog with, and inform, the semi- structured inter-
views I conducted with fi fteen second-generation Korean American men, 
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ages twenty-fi ve to forty-fi ve, around their understanding of  manhood   
and spirituality.  3   Furthermore, I utilized two other qualitative research 
methods, ethnography at  Christ Church    4   and participant observation at 
various Korean American  sports tournaments  , both in the greater  Los 
Angeles   area, in order to gain a closer look into Korean American reli-
gious experiences and the signifi cance of competitive sport among Korean 
American men, respectively. 

    LOCATING MYSELF AS AN AUTHOR 
 Some may wonder about my interest in this project, especially with a 
non- Korean last name. I am the youngest child of two Korean  immi-
grants   who came to the United States separately for different purposes 
during the mid-1950s to early 1960s. When my father fi rst immigrated, 
he changed his name from Han to Hearn for various reasons. If he were 
to transliterate the Korean characters of his family name to H-A-N, he 
was doubtful people would pronounce it with a soft “a” opting instead 
for a short one as in the word “hand.” He could have spelled his last 
name Hahn as many  Germans   did but in the 1950s, on the heels of  World 
War II  , this may not have been the wisest move in the United States. A 
secondary reason, but nonetheless important in light of the social  dis-
crimination   Korean Americans and Asian Americans have experienced in 
this country, my father also changed his name for employment reasons. 
He did not want himself, nor his future family, to be  prohibited   from a 
job because of an Asian-sounding last name. At least on paper, we would 
be equals. 

 My parents eventually fulfi lled their life and professional vocation serv-
ing the  Church   in its Korean American  context  . For over thirty years, they, 
as  pastoral   leaders, served  Korean Americans   in the  Los Angeles   area from 
the 1970s to the early 2000s. There were many times as a young boy that 
I remember my father taking me to Los Angeles  International Airport   
to pick up a family that had just relocated from  Korea   and were needing 
some assistance getting settled in this new and  foreign   land. Somehow, 
they had been given our phone number and hoped this connection would 
be a portal to a new life. My parents did not call it this, but what I was 
learning then was  social justice   and  social holiness  . They gave me my fi rst 
glimpse into  faith in action   and left indelible  prophetic   and pastoral images 
that stay with me today. 
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 The healing and restoration of all people then carries me through this 
project. I fi nd this no less true as an educator as I have found as an athletic 
coach, pastor, and consultant. I am reminded daily about how our world 
can use a good measure of restoration and healing. The stories of the men 
with whom I had the privilege of interviewing and building relationships 
with is an example of the  pain  ,  loss  , and disappointment that exists among 
 us  . They carry great   han   , the unresolved angst, bitterness, and disappoint-
ment that needs  resolution  .  5   Yet, Korean American men do not only need 
healing for themselves;  their   communities need Korean American men to 
heal as well. This is not simply a personal and individual issue, but a sys-
temic one. Men who do  violence   because they feel little sense of  manhood   
in this country often commit violence to their families,  churches  , and 
eventually themselves. The restoration of Korean American men assists in 
the healing of their familial, relational, and church communities. 

 It would be remiss, however, to paint a portrait of Korean American 
men as simply pained and broken. Several of the men offered glimpses of 
their experiences that are hopeful for a renewed understanding and inter-
est in one’s internal  healing   and social relationships. I also do not suggest 
for our pardon from the responsibility of any  destruction   we have caused. 
We have, and continue to contribute, to the  pain   of many, including our 
own selves. I believe that as Korean American men work on the healing of 
our issues, we are in essence, working on becoming whole human beings 
who can better relate to women, to other men, and to our own selves. 
As I heard from several of the men, they have begun this journey toward 
 freedom   and  wholeness   claiming responsibility for the destruction in their 
lives and the lives of others. My hope is that you fi nd by the end of this 
book an interest to understand, if not a willingness to engage, Korean 
American men and their healing.  

         NOTES 
     1.    I have yet to come across a work by a Korean American male author that 

substantially addresses the issue of patriarchy and gender among Korean 
Americans, while there are signifi cant examples of women scholars doing so. 
A recent work that addresses the social construction of Psy, the Korean pop-
star who ventured into US cultural spaces, previously unreached by Korean 
Americans, is Joseph Cheah and Grace Ji-Sun Kim’s recent book,  Theological 
Refl ections on “Gangnam Style: A Racial, Sexual, and Cultural Critique”  
(New York: Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
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 A Korean American male scholar who addresses briefl y the issue of patri-
archy is Andrew Sung Park as he theologically discusses the effects of patri-
archy in relation to the Korean concept of  han . Another Asian American 
male scholar who has worked on issues of gender and patriarchy as these 
relate to religion is Antony W. Alumkal. These two, however, are clearly the 
exception rather than the rule. See Andrew Sung Park,  The Wounded Heart 
of God: The Asian Concept of Han and the Christian Doctrine of Sin  
(Nashville: Abingdon, 1993); Antony W.  Alumkal,  Asian American 
Evangelical Churches: Race, Ethnicity, and Assimilation in the Second 
Generation  (New York: LFB Scholarly Publishing, LLC, 2003).   

   2.    Michael Kaufman, “The Construction of Masculinity and the Triad of 
Men’s Violence,” in  Men’s Lives , ed. Michael S.  Kimmel and Michael 
A. Messner, 4th ed. (Boston: Allyn and Bacon, 1998), 4–17.   

   3.    These interviews occurred from March 2011 to July 2011. As semi- 
structured interviews, I asked the men to consider two questions prior to 
the interviews which would begin each conversation: (1) What is your 
symbol of manhood and why? and (2) What is spirituality to you? With 
regards to the fi rst question, I asked each man to bring an object that sym-
bolized for them their understanding of manhood.   

   4.    The names of Christ Church and the men I interviewed have all been 
changed.   

   5.    Park,  Wounded Heart of God .        
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    CHAPTER 2   

    Abstract     Utilizing a social construction lens, Hearn situates Korean 
American men within US history beginning with Chinese migration to 
Hawaii. The chapter proposes that the seeds for Asian American male ste-
reotypes and the racial discrimination Korean American men face today 
were planted during the arrival of Asians to the Hawaiian Islands and then 
to California. Hearn offers several different understandings of racism and 
how the media continues to perpetuate Asian American stereotypes. These 
stereotypes contribute to the ongoing construction of Asian American mas-
culinity and subsequent racial discrimination toward Korean American men.  

  Keywords     Korean American men   •   Masculinity   •   Asian immigration   • 
  Asian American stereotypes   •   Racial discrimination   

    A  SOCIAL CONSTRUCTION   LENS 
 Social construction theory argues that a person is a socially-constructed 
being, that is, a person makes  meaning   and can only be understood within 
a social web of fabricated meaning.  1   While a person’s self-understanding is 
important,  social construction   theory argues that it is in relation to others 
that meaning is created for the individual and a society. A person exists not 
only in physical form marked by visible characteristics such as  skin color  , 

 Situating Korean American Men in 
Asian America                     
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facial shape, and hair texture, but more importantly, it is what society  
confers upon the person that is signifi cant. A black and white car with 
fl ashing red lights is only signifi cant on account of the social interactions 
attitudes and understanding concerning police cars, police offi cers, and 
the law. A metal car with fl ashing lights now has meaning as it is under-
stood within that specifi c  locale and time  . Social construction theorists, 
therefore, contend that meaning is created only within the  context   of 
shared understanding and interaction. 

 These meanings vary and shift depending upon the particular social 
and historical context. For example,  Jews   and  Italians   were initially viewed 
as distinct from  Anglo-Americans   during their initial  immigration   to the 
 USA   in the nineteenth century. These two groups, however, successfully 
achieved  whiteness   by distinguishing themselves from  African Americans  .  2   
Similarly, the  racial   status of the  Chinese   in the  Mississippi Delta   region 
changed from  near Black   to  near White  .  3   Recruited as  agricultural    labor   
to the region as early as 1869, the Chinese were initially viewed as almost 
Black. However, their ascent to work that paralleled  Whites   thrust them 
into a category at the other end of the spectrum, that of almost White. 
Even into the 1930s and 1940s, the  racial   status of the  Mississippi Chinese   
continued to change as they were viewed as neither White nor Black. 

 It is with this social construct lens that we begin to see the social, his-
torical, and  cultural   processes and contexts that Korean American  men 
face  . These constructs carry infl uential  power   that shape who they are and 
how they live in society. These infl uences include institutions such as the 
 home  ,  work  ,  school  , and  religion   but also include  media  , recreation, and 
 corporate history   among other facets of social life.  4   With this in mind, 
what then is the Korean American context today?  

   A BRIEF HISTORICAL SURVEY OF EARLY ASIAN AMERICA 
(1852–1910)  5   

   To  Hawaii   

 While no clear historical records remain, speculation abounds that  Filipinos   
and  Chinese   migrated as early as the sixteenth century to particular regions 
in present-day  Mexico  . Some of these earliest  Asians    eventually landed in 
the bay area at the southern tip of Louisiana.  6   While the earliest date of 
 migration   is debatable, history records of the  Hawaiian Islands   provide 
a more accurate account.  American businessmen   recruited in 1852, one 
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hundred and ninety-fi ve  Chinese laborers   from the  Fujian   province to work 
contractually on the  plantations  , the quickly-expanding  business   sites that 
needed a substantial workforce.  7   American  businessmen   turned to  recruit-
ment   in part because the native population rapidly decreased on account 
of their exposure to American and European  diseases  . Furthermore, the 
 businessmen   noticed that the few Chinese, who were already present on 
the  islands  , were more effi cient in their labor than were the native island-
ers.  8   The decline of the native population coupled with the impressions of 
Chinese laborers, left American  businessmen   to search for overseas alter-
natives. Therefore, over the next three decades,  Chinese contract laborers  , 
who were almost all men, were brought to work on the plantations. 

 Plantation owners realized their dependency upon the  Chinese   labor 
force and were concerned about their growing number. They began to 
implement a  divide-and-control strategy   to offset this concern,  recruit-
ing laborers   from other regions of the world in order to minimize rising 
demands for higher wages and any potential shortage or strike by the 
Chinese.  9   Consequently,  businessmen   turned to the  Portuguese   and the 
 Japanese   as a way to “mix the labor races” and drive a wedge among 
them.  10   While there were  Japanese laborers   prior to the 1880s, it was 
not until 1885 that an offi cial agreement was struck between  Japan   and 
the American, Robert Walker  Irwin  , to send the fi rst group of Japanese 
 contract laborers   to  Hawaii  .  11   But within a few years,  plantation    owners   
became concerned with the increasing numbers of  Japanese laborers  , who 
had quickly surpassed the number of Chinese, since their arrival. 

 Owners eventually turned their efforts to  Korea   to maintain a  divide-
and- control strategy   among the various  ethnicities  , bringing the fi rst 
group to  Hawaii   in 1903. The  annexation   of Hawaii to the  USA   in 1898 
prevented owners from countering increasing number of  Japanese   labor-
ers with a renewed  recruitment   of  Chinese   laborers. Now under the  juris-
diction   of the USA, Hawaii was not allowed to bring in Chinese laborers 
under the  1882 Exclusion Act   which legally  prohibited   any Chinese laborer 
from entering the USA or its territory of Hawaii, a fi rst of its kind for 
the USA. The recruitment of Koreans in turn, was a calculated response 
to the growing number of Japanese as American owners understood the 
tense,  political   climate between the two countries. They reasoned that 
the Koreans would work against, rather than combine efforts with the 
Japanese, which would ultimately benefi t the owners’ ability to keep  labor 
cost   low and prevent any  solidarity   from occurring among the laborers. 
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  The  immigration   of Koreans to  Hawaii   differed from the  Chinese   or 
 Japanese   in several ways. First, whereas the Chinese and Japanese estab-
lished relatively large numbers (50,000 and 180,000 respectively), the 
Koreans numbered far less (under 8000).  12   This was mostly due to the 
quick halt the  Japanese government   put to Korean  immigration   in 1905 
after it established a  protectorate   over  Korea   in the same year.  13   Japanese 
offi cials reasoned that if they could halt Korean movement to Hawaii,  plan-
tation    owners   would not be able to counter Japanese demands for higher 
wages with a different labor group. This was signifi cant because  Japanese 
laborers  , looking for higher wages, were leaving Hawaii for  California   
in signifi cant droves. Japanese remigration to the  mainland   heightened 
the possibility of Japanese exclusion from it as white  Californians   became 
increasingly concerned about an infl ux of  Japanese laborers  .  14   Second, 
unlike the Chinese or Japanese who came from rural,  agricultural   areas, 
the majority of Koreans had lived in  urban   dwellings. Resultantly, many 
 immigrants   did not  work   in  agriculture   and therefore did not have the 
skills to succeed in  plantation   life. This expedited their movement off the 
plantations and back into the cities. Third, the immigrants came from geo-
graphically diverse regions of Korea. By contrast, the Chinese and Japanese 
came largely from the  Guangdong   region of China and from a couple of 
 prefectures   of southwestern  Japan  . Fourth, Koreans were a diverse group 
relative to the other two. The diversity included a mixture of class, region, 
and employment. On the contrary, because Chinese and  Japanese labor-
ers   came largely from two regions and from the  farming   population, they 
were more akin to one another. Fifth, Chinese and  Japanese laborers   came 
under the contract- labor   system prior to Hawaii’s  annexation  . Koreans, on 
the other hand, could freely work for the highest bidder of their services 
since they arrived after 1898 and were now under US law which  prohib-
ited   contract labor. This allowed Koreans more  mobility   than what the 
Chinese and Japanese initially faced. 

 A last major difference between the Koreans and their immigrant prede-
cessors is noteworthy. While  Chinese   and  Japanese   laborers came typically 
as single men, husbands, and  father  s looking to return to their homeland 
after gathering enough resources to pay off land debts and taxes, it was not 
uncommon to see Korean  families   make the trek together across the  Pacifi c 
Ocean  . A reason for this phenomenon can be accounted for by the role  reli-
gion   played. American Christian  businessmen   and  Christian missionaries   
assisted  plantation    owners  ’  recruitment   of Koreans. Having more infl uence 
in  Korea   than the other two countries,  Christianity   was vital in presenting 
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 Hawaii   as an enticing and viable alternative to the  economic  ,  political  , and 
 religious   diffi culties in Korea.  Advertisement   continued to portray  planta-
tion   life in a favorable manner and the  solicitation   of  American business-
men   was affi rmed by Christian missionaries who had gained the trust of 
Koreans.  15   Furthermore, owners helped to establish Christianity on the 
plantations as a way to keep Koreans happy and productive, while also 
lessening the incentive to leave the grounds for  urban   areas. Combining 
 religion   and  business   served to market Hawaii as an idyllic destination for 
families, and persons of religious persecution. Christianity had not yet 
made an infl uence in China or  Japan   to the extent that it had in Korea.      

   To the Mainland 

 Rumors of “ Gold Mountain  ” drew far more  Chinese   to the northern 
coast of  California   than to  Hawaii  . As did their counterparts in Hawaii, 
they came as  sojourners  , looking to strike it rich, and then return to their 
homeland with cash in hand.  16   There were over 20,000 Chinese who 
entered San Francisco in 1852.  17   However, as would become the pat-
tern to systemically  discriminate   against  foreigners  , a tax was imposed 
to discourage  international    immigration   to California and to lessen any 
 economic   competition for  Whites  . The fl ow of Chinese migration dwin-
dled in 1853 to less than a mere 5000 due to the  Foreign Miners’ Tax  .  18   
However, as the  Central Pacifi c Railroad Company   initiated their project 
to build the western section of the  transcontinental railroad  , they targeted 
their early efforts to the Chinese, thus bolstering once again, the number 
of Chinese migrants. 

 The  Chinese   faced considerable  discrimination   as they were all too 
often the target of  prejudice   initially aimed at  Hispanics  .  19   Though the 
Chinese in  Hawaii   were mistreated on the  plantation  , the  owners   con-
tinued to welcome them. No white  working class   existed on the  islands  , 
thereby making Chinese labor a greater necessity.  20   By contrast, the rally-
ing cry of Californians was “The Chinese must  go  !” largely on account of 
two reasons,  economic   competition and  racial   prejudice.  21   Taxes on over-
crowded living conditions and the requirement of the Chinese to shave 
their heads in order to demarcate them refl ect the  anti-Chinese sentiment   
they endured. Furthermore, the  legal system   prevented  Blacks  ,  American 
Indians  , and the Chinese from testifying in  California    courts  .  22   These 
measures would only be the precursor of what was to follow. In 1882, 
the US government passed its fi rst act to ever deny a group entry into the 
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country based upon its race. The Chinese  Exclusion Act   would make its 
mark not so much in halting Chinese  immigration  , as much as in establish-
ing a questionable precedence given its assertion as a country based upon 
 freedom  .  23   The  USA   was now a  gatekeeping nation   on the basis of race 
and economics. 

 As expected,  Japanese    immigration   to the  mainland   increased following 
Chinese  exclusion  . From 1885 to 1924, there were 180,000 Japanese, 
migrated to the mainland.  24   Most of these initially tried their hand in  rail-
road   building but eventually made a mark in  agriculture  . One theory attri-
butes this success to the timely entry of the Japanese into agriculture.  25   
Nineteenth-century  urbanization and industrialization   increased the 
demand for fresh produce in the city. Coupled with the advancement of 
the  irrigation   system, this increase helped spur the Japanese to  farming   
success. 

 Though the Japanese were thriving  farmers  , they too received their 
share of ethnic  discrimination   and  racism  .  26   Their discrimination, on the 
whole however, differed from the  Chinese   largely on account of the way 
the USA viewed their respective nations. In the eyes of the USA, China, 
on the one hand, was a weakening  power  .  Japan  , on the other, continued 
to draw the attention of US offi cials for they had demonstrated their mili-
tary prowess in two wars, the  Sino-Japanese   (1894–1895) and the  Russo- 
Japanese     (1904–1905). Defeating the Chinese might have been expected 
as China previously showed signs of decline. It was the defeat of  Russia,   
however, that made the USA vigilant of this rising power. 

  Because the  USA  ’s stance toward  Japan   was now guarded, they stra-
tegically assuaged the desires of the  Japanese   government. Two incidents 
illustrate the posture that the USA took toward Japan. In 1906, the 
San Francisco  school    board   adopted measures to put all Asian  children   
into one school.  27   This incensed Japan’s government and raised contro-
versy between the two nations. Japan claimed this act violated a previ-
ous treaty guaranteeing educational equality to that of other Americans. 
Furthermore, a move to integrate Japanese children with Chinese and 
Koreans was viewed disrespectfully by the Japanese government as they 
saw these two countries as lesser than their own for they had recently 
defeated one in battle and was now attempting to take over the other. The 
eventual decision by President Theodore  Roosevelt   to overturn the school 
board’s pronouncement rescinded segregation for Japanese children 
but still remained for Chinese and Koreans. According to one scholar, 
the purpose of the school board’s act for segregation was to push the fed-
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eral government toward Japanese exclusion.  28   They reasoned that, if they 
could create controversy over something relatively innocuous—there were 
only ninety-three Japanese students in total—they would cause such a stir 
as to have the ear of Washington concerning developing  racial  ,  economic  , 
and  political   matters throughout  California       

 The  1908 Gentlemen’s Agreement   was designed to appease this grow-
ing anti- Japanese   animosity. Crafted between the two nations,  Japan   agreed 
to halt its issuance of passports to migrant laborers to the USA while sav-
ing face from any potential exclusionary measures by the latter; they were 
aware of the  Chinese   Exclusion Act. The agreement was made to give 
the impression to the Japanese that the control of the fl ow of migration 
was in the hands of Japan’s government and not of the USA. However, 
the curbing also allowed the USA to pacify, to a degree, the animosity 
Americans had with the Japanese and rising numbers of Asian laborers. 
The agreement was framed in the USA as essentially an exclusionary mea-
sure designed to keep out the Japanese. 

 Growing enmity toward the  Japanese   and other Asians would continue 
to be addressed through government  legislation   but also included the  court   
system. Two landmark cases shaped the  legal system   and public discourse 
on the stance toward Asians in America. The outcomes of the 1922  Takao  
  Ozawa     vs. United    States       case and the  1923  United States vs. Bhagat Singh 
Thind    case defi ned who was eligible for  citizenship   and on what basis. 
Takao  Ozawa  , who immigrated to the USA in 1894 as a student, fi led for 
 naturalization   in 1914 on the basis that he had received an American  educa-
tion  , worked for an American company in  Hawaii  , had married a Japanese 
woman who also was educated in America, and was a person of good, 
moral character, a prerequisite to citizenship.  29   While the court affi rmed 
his standing of good, moral character, he was denied naturalization in the 
 US District Court of Hawaii   because he was not white.  Ozawa   appealed 
the case on the basis that his  skin color   was lighter than other  Italians  , 
 Portuguese  , and  Spanish  , who were granted citizenship. He was eventually 
denied citizenship by the  US Supreme Court   in 1922 on the clarifi cation 
that a “white  person  ” was synonymous with “a person of the  Caucasian   
race.”  30   Sucheng  Chan   points out the inconsistency of the US Supreme 
Court’s reasoning as just a year later, Bhagat Singh  Thind  , an Asian  Indian   
who had served in the  US military   during  World War I  , had his citizenship 
rescinded by the Court on the basis that though Asian Indians were techni-
cally considered Caucasian, he was not white.  31   While the  Ozawa   case used 
race and not skin color as the determining factor for citizenship, the  Thind   
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case reversed this and used skin color to highlight what is known to the 
“ common man  ” concerning the understanding of “white.”  32   

  Koreans were no less recipients of the  ethnic antagonism   directed toward 
the  Chinese   and  Japanese  . They endured accusations by white Americans 
who were unable or unwilling to differentiate between Chinese, Japanese, 
and Koreans. In some ways their experience as early  immigrants   patterned 
the Japanese, such as their success in  agriculture  . However, there were 
some marked differences. The Koreans did not establish their ethnic 
enclaves as did the Chinese and Japanese; there were too few of them. 
This raised concern when Koreans faced labor issues and ethnic animosity. 
They were unable to  work   within the confi nes of an  ethnic community   and 
therefore traveled to regions such as  Utah   and  Wyoming   to overcome leg-
islative acts aimed at deterring their and other Asians’  economic   success.  33   

 A second difference had to do with the perceptions Koreans had of 
their own immigrant status. While they did not see themselves necessar-
ily as  settlers   in this new country, they also did not perceive themselves as 
 sojourners  . Rather they saw themselves as  exiles  , having no  home   to which 
to return on account of  Japanese   governance that had been negotiated 
between the  USA   and  Japan   in 1905.  34   This exile status would prove to 
be a rallying point among Korean  immigrants   as they politically organized 
and raised funds toward various  independence   movements designed to 
free their homeland. 

 A third difference was the development of institutional  religion   in the 
form of  Christianity   and the Church. The  Church   offered Koreans not 
only  spiritual   enrichment through  religious   gatherings, but it also pro-
vided them with an ethnic organization that served to help their social 
and  emotional   needs.  35   The Church offered opportunity for community 
building and became the institution that housed various  independence   
movements. It propagated  Korean culture   through the sharing of food, 
traditions, and language.  36   Furthermore, it served as a social agency help-
ing laborers socially network about employment and legal matters.     

 In sum, the  immigration   of early Asians to America was marked by 
trial and hardship. While circumstances in  Hawaii   were different than the 
 mainland   west coast, ethnic Asians in both settings navigated their lives 
within a  context   of  ethnic antagonism  . Asians maneuvered through the 
 racial   animosity thrust upon them by individual whites. They, however, 
had great diffi culty overcoming legal court decisions and legislative acts 
that eventually barred all Asians in  1924   from legal entry into the country.   
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   THE SIGNIFICANCE OF RACE FOR CONTEMPORARY 
ASIAN AMERICANS 

    Race   and  Racial Formation   

 The events surrounding Trayvon  Martin  , Michael Brown  Jr  ., and others 
over the last three years in the USA points to how race remains a signifi -
cant factor in society. The reframing of race and  racism   through Michael 
 Omi   and Howard  Winant  ’s groundbreaking theory on  racial   formation 
shifted the notion of race from  biological   and cultural  essentialism   to a 
historically situated construction that produces  meaning   through social 
relations.  37   While people notice phenotypical  differences  , these differences 
are used arbitrarily to categorize people into  racial hierarchies  . In a previ-
ous theory on race, advocates reasoned certain traits as essential to specifi c 
races. All Asians, for example, are good at math on account of cultural 
expectations and biological DNA. In the new concept, race is socially and 
historically situated and thus, is constantly in fl ux. The earlier example of 
the  racial   “movement” of the  Mississippi Chinese   is a fi tting illustration of 
this latter concept as they were seen at the outset as near  Black   and later, 
as near  White  . 

 It is notable that Omi and Winant do not advocate seeing race as mere 
illusion, as critics of  social construction   theory raise. Rather, they see 
bodily  differences   and the social conception of race as participating in a 
larger project they term, “ racial   formation theory.”  38    Racial formation the-
ory   is the “ sociohistorical   process by which  racial   categories are created, 
transformed, and destroyed.”  39   The theory underscores how the process 
of arbitrarily categorizing persons on the basis of a shifting concept such as 
race, is a highly  political   act that is linked to  social hegemony   with practical 
ramifi cations. The  Ozawa   and  Thind   cases undeniably demonstrate this. 
Though categorizing people on the basis of race is not a problem in and of 
itself, it is what persons do with this categorizing that is often the problem; 
it can quickly turn into  stereotyping   and  racism  .  

    Racism   

  Racism   is another term with several understandings. One way to under-
stand the term is in what occurs in person-to-person relations, that is, 
 individual racism  . An act of racism occurs when a person spouts racially 
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derisive comments toward another individual.  Racism   of this kind is often 
depicted in the racially offensive joke or comment concerning a person 
or a group by an individual. The focus is upon the individual committing 
the act. Advocates of this sort view racism as existing only in individual, 
isolated occurrences and not at  systemic   levels. 

 A second way to comprehend  racism   is at the  institutional level  . This 
type of racism is built upon the idea that societal structures are constructed 
in such a way as to advantage some at the expense of others on the basis 
of race.  Slavery   and  Jim Crow   laws in the USA are two examples of this 
kind.  40   While these were blatant forms of institutional racism that most 
today would contend is racism, some critical theorists of the  post-Civil 
Rights   era argue that institutional racism also comes in less demonstra-
tive forms including the rhetoric of a post-racial and  colorblind    society  .  41   
 Colorblind racism   is built upon the notion that since society has moved 
past the color line following the  Civil Rights   movement and particularly in 
its quest for unity, there are no unequal structures, only individuals who 
occasionally act upon their racially-discriminating beliefs. 

 The genius of institutional  racism   within the USA is to build a logic 
based upon the discourse of  meritocracy  . The unoffi cial motto of the 
USA is that hard work wins out. This philosophical foundation is even 
more deleterious when combined with two other aspects: (1) the belief 
that all start from the same starting point, and (2) that all have the same 
access to resources. The diffi culty of these points lies in the absence 
of examining processes throughout the history of the USA that have 
constructed  systems   that set some ahead of others, based upon race.  42   
Furthermore, these processes concretize in ways that limits the access 
of resources to some, while also creating a rhetoric that disadvantages 
these very persons. The language of neutrality is a good example. One 
scholar of color wonders why her darker  skin color   does not match the 
“ nude”   pair of hose or the “ neutral”   colored Band-Aid when she walks 
into a store to purchase these products.  43   The inability to view race as 
an important factor in the way society constructs  meaning   leads to insti-
tutional racism. For when race is combined with the argument of meri-
tocracy, it can be deduced that certain races stand where they are in class 
because of their lack of will  power   and/or execution. This reasoning has 
very little, if at all, to do with unfavorable and unjust social structures. 

 A third type of  racism   is the  ideological  . This is akin to what one scholar 
calls “ethnocentric monoculturalism.”  44   This type of racism is built upon 
the attitudes and beliefs that one’s nation, and ethnic or  racial   group is 
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inherently superior to others. It is the undergirding assumptions that drive 
nations and groups to commit acts of  violence   toward others such as the 
 Germans  , the  Ku Klux Klan   and the  Aryan Nation   but also with non- 
whites who hold ideological attitudes toward other groups, such as some 
 Far East Asians   with  Southeast Asians  .  45   

 A fourth type is  internalized racism  . This form occurs when persons of 
the racially discriminated group begin to believe the very narratives that 
keep them oppressed. Furthermore, the individual who internalizes this 
racism may actualize one’s beliefs, distancing and distinguishing oneself 
from people of his or her own race.  46   This is witnessed in the Asian who 
makes the loudest Asian jokes or the Hispanic who says edgy remarks 
about other  Hispanics  .  

    Asian American Stereotypes 

 A  stereotype   is a “belief about a group of individuals” and is used in positive, 
neutral, and negative fashion.  47   I will focus on the negative use of the term 
to elucidate several contemporary stereotypes that are detrimental to  Asian 
Americans  . I take this approach because while a stereotype such as the   Model 
Minority    might be construed as positive, it is in effect, a latently dangerous 
stereotype with damaging effects on Asian Americans. 

 As early as the mid to late 1800s,  Hollywood   began to depict  Asian 
Americans   on fi lm as the “ Yellow Peril  ,” a common stereotype placed 
fi rst upon the  Chinese   and then on ensuing Asian groups.  48   The stereo-
type was based upon the fear that the incoming horde of the  Yellow race   
would eventually overtake the social and economic arenas controlled by 
whites. Furthermore, they would add to its decline as their immorality was 
thought to infi ltrate the very fi bers of Western society. The Chinese were 
viewed as unclean, cheaters of ill-repute, and persons who would advance 
the moral decay of America.  49   

 One component that contributed to this belief was the issue of  Asian 
American    sexuality  . Historically within the USA, Asian men have  carried 
two extreme sexual  stereotypes  . On the one hand, they are seen as  hyper-
sexualized   men who not only crave sex, but sex with  white  women. Filipino 
men, for instance, were viewed as the “ little brown brothers  ” who would 
steal away white women from under one’s nose if white men were not vigi-
lant.  50   The discomfort of existing relations between  Filipinos   and white 
 women   was one of the last straws that ignited various riots including the 
Watsonville  Riot   of 1930. Incensed with the belief that the  Filipinos   were 
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undercutting wages and becoming a threat to various labor unions, the 
height of this frustration culminated in a manhunt for Filipino men who 
danced with white women at a local hall.  51   This animosity toward Asian 
men was not unprecedented. The  Grizzly Bear , the publication of the 
Native Sons of the Golden West, ran the question, “Would you like your 
daughter to marry a  Japanese  ?” They would continue, “If not, demand 
that your representative in the Legislature vote for  segregation   of whites 
and Asiatics in the public schools.”  52   This narrative has continued to shape 
the sex-craved stereotype for contemporary Asian American men as wit-
nessed by the character of  Long Duk Dong  , an  international   student in 
the 1984 Brat Pack movie,   Sixteen Candles   . Dong, whose character name 
plays on a sexual innuendo for the male organ, became a pop- culture 
icon as viewers followed his fi rst sexual encounter with a white American 
woman. While Dong’s memorable line, “No more yanky my wanky!” 
thrust him into movie lore, it only reinforced the hypersexualized stereo-
type of Asian American men. 

 Ironically on the other hand, the stereotype of the  asexual Asian man   
has equally plagued Asian American men.  53   This stereotype counters the 
hypersexual narrative by depicting Asian men as disinterested in their sex-
uality. It builds on the idea that Asian men neither have any interest in 
sex nor are the targets of any sexual desires and fantasies. Though the 
movie,   Harold and Kumar Go to White Castle    (2004), is meant to be a 
parody of  racial   stereotypes in the USA, the script does not end in com-
mon  Hollywood   fashion. While Harold, the Asian American of Far East 
descent, fi nally “gets the girl” at the end of the movie with a prolonged 
kiss, the scene does not conclude with any further explicit sexual encoun-
ter as would be expected in a fi lm with a white, male lead such as the   James 
Bond    series. While the life of James Bond is a stretch for the average male 
of any race, the point is that this has yet to occur over mainstream  media   
with an Asian male as it has with white, black, and Hispanic males. 

 Asian American  women   have also had sexual  stereotypes   placed on 
them that parallel Asian American  men   but with a slightly different 
nuance. While Asian American men have been cast as either hypersex-
ual or asexual, Asian American women have been stereotyped as fully 
sexual, whether in  mystery   or in  docile obedience  .  54   On the one hand, 
the  Dragon Lady   is akin to the sinister  Fu Manchu  , exotic and shadowy, 
yet dangerously intriguing. This stereotype was drawn largely from the 
character played by Ann May  Wong   in the fi lm,   Daughter of the Dragon    
(1931), and   Shanghai Express    (1932).  55   The stereotype is based upon the 
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idea that while the Dragon Lady is to be feared because of the strange-
ness that enshrouds her, her deviance and mystery lures into her captivity 
those who are curious. There is an undertone of deep  sexuality   to the 
character, though not blatantly so. On the other hand, the stereotype of 
the  Lotus Blossom   portrays on the surface, a much different appearance. 
Fragile, dainty, naïve and perfectly obedient, this image initially captured 
the fantasies of white American men through Miyoshi  Umeki  ’s role of a 
back-scrubbing lover of a white, American serviceman stationed overseas 
in the fi lm,   Sayonara    (1957). 

 While Umeki helped to introduce the Lotus Blossom stereotype, it 
would evolve through Nancy  Kwan  ’s portrayal of the character, Suzie 
 Wong  , in the 1960 fi lm,   The World of Suzie Wong   . Kwan’s character would 
add an explicitly sexual and aggressive overtone to the stereotype, one 
that would further a growing enchantment with Asian American  women  . 
The combination of docility and obedience with an aggressive fl are both 
on the dance fl oor and in the bedroom would make the Lotus Blossom an 
enduring stereotype for Asian American women. 

 The interesting point, however, between Asian American men and 
women concerning these stereotypes is how race and  gender   interlock in 
such fashion that differences are constructed between them. Though there 
is still the element of mystery among all of the Asian American stereotypes, 
the sexual stereotypes for women are viewed in a positive manner by those 
that produce and perpetuate the stereotype.  56   The same cannot be said, 
however, of the stereotypes for Asian American men and their  sexuality  . 
As noted above, they are seen as sexually deviant, either sex-starved or not 
sexual at all. 

 Two other stereotypes, the  Forever Foreigner   and the  Model Minority  , 
have also been destructive for contemporary  Asian Americans  . The Forever 
Foreigner stereotype (also called the “ Perpetual Foreigner  ”) occurs when 
Asian Americans, on account of their race, are not seen as fully American. 
Beginning with the  Chinese  , Asian Americans have historically faced accu-
sations of  unassimilability  .  57   The early belief argued that Asians would 
never adjust to the demands of Western society and therefore, would 
not warrant full “American” status. This was largely based upon white 
Americans’ views of the heathen Chinese’s moral character. While this 
belief regarding the moral character of Asians continues to remain in sim-
ilar form (e.g., Western culture as the standard of “normal” measure), 
Asian Americans who grow up in the USA, know only this country as 
their home, and are fully acculturated to Western ideals and practices, are 
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still not accepted by others as having full American heritage on account of 
their “ racial uniforms  .”  58   Asian Americans of fourth and fi fth generations 
continue to be asked the question, “Where are you from? No, where are 
you  really  from?” When Michelle  Kwan  , the heavily-favored American- 
born skater lost the 1998 Olympic gold to fellow American, Tara  Lipinski  , 
MSNBC ran the Internet headline: “American Beats Kwan,” reinforcing 
the notion that regardless of the generation removed from  immigration  , 
Asians in America will not be regarded as fully American.  59   

 Ironically, the  Model Minority   stereotype has often served as the yin to 
the yang of the  Forever Foreigner   stereotype; yet both are equally injurious. 
This stereotype bases its reasoning upon the belief that Asian Americans 
have achieved the success of middle- and upper-class, white America. Stats 
such as average household income and average level of  education   achieved 
are used to prove that Asians in America have fully attained  structural 
assimilation  . They, as  immigrants  , have used their strong  work ethic   to 
overcome any barriers to achieve the  American Dream   and in doing so, 
have become “ Honorary Whites  ” in the process.  60   While this stereotype 
appears benevolent, a closer analysis reveals that this is perhaps the most 
devastating stereotype of the ones previously mentioned for it conceals 
two glaring points. 

 First, though it is true that some Asians in America have achieved a 
higher class level than other ethnic minorities including white ethnics, 
this is not true of all Asians. The stereotype casts  all  Asians into the same 
essence when viewed as a  social construction  ; the term   Asian American    is 
a highly  political   word that does not capture the full diversity of Asians in 
America. Stacey J.  Lee  ’s study on Asian American youth in a  Pennsylvania   
high  school   illustrates the internal diversity of  Asian Americans  .  61   While 
there are Asian American students that come from wealthy families, there 
simultaneously exists a group of  Southeast Asians   that struggle with their 
basic necessities. The danger of the  Model Minority   is that it compiles all 
Asian Americans into one category when in reality, it is a  heterogeneous 
group with varying histories, cultures, and classes; not all Asians have 
achieved class success. 

 Second, the notion of the Model Minority as exemplifi ed in the moni-
ker, “Honorary  White  ,” is often used to pit Asian Americans against other 
ethnic minority  groups  .  62   We remember that this was nothing new as plan-
tation  owners   in  Hawaii   used a  divide-and-control strategy   to pit Asian 
ethnic minorities against one another. As honorary white, a narrative is cre-
ated around the relative success of Asian Americans in  education   and class. 
They are seen as exemplars of  meritocracy   and the  American Dream  , that 
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if you put your mind and will to it, anyone can be successful. Furthermore, 
Asian Americans are seen to have achieved success relatively  quietly  , refus-
ing to organize in protest to the extent that other minorities have. The 
diffi culty with the labels of Honorary White and Model Minority is that it 
does not take into account the structural obstacles that make it diffi cult, 
if not prevent altogether, some minority groups from achieving success. 
Moreover, the use of Asian Americans as an example increases the ani-
mosity that minority groups may have for Asian Americans which some 
have argued, is the  buffer role   Asian Americans play between Whites and 
non-whites.  63     

   CONCLUSION 
 I have argued throughout this chapter that people are  sociohistorical   
beings. While they may carry a measure of  subjectivity  , they also are indi-
viduals within a social matrix of constructed  meaning  . They are actors 
in the unfolding of their own lives. But they too are parts of a complex 
dynamic that imposes meaning upon them regardless of their  agency  . 
People will read meaning into others and in so doing, will uphold or deny 
privileges and opportunities based upon these interpretations. 

 Situating Asian Americans and specifi cally, Korean American men, within 
their sociohistorical context reveals a diverse experience that has been histor-
ically marred by racial and ethnic animosity and  discrimination  . We witness 
from the early immigrants to Hawaii and later to the mainland, common 
hardships endured on account of the immigration experience. However, we 
also discover from their stories the adversity they faced due to inequitable 
structures and beliefs aimed at them for the purpose of exclusion. 

 Though US policies have changed regarding Asians in America, 
studying contemporary theory on race poses a new problem, tacit racial 
 discrimination notably through stereotyping. On account of stereotypes, 
a narrative is created regarding  Asian Americans   which become diffi cult 
to elude. They are the discourses that provide the hermeneutical lens 
through which Asian Americans are read.  
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    CHAPTER 3   

    Abstract     The chapter focuses on the narratives of second-generation 
Korean American men Hearn interviews. They narrate stories of struggle 
in the workplace and in dating and reveal a limitation imposed by society 
in their pursuit of their notions of manhood. For some of the men, their 
desire to become men, as understood in the USA, is severely hampered 
by existing and unspoken discrimination in the professional and social 
spheres. They are not able to achieve the normative gender scripts society 
deems valid on account of the structural and historical scripts society proj-
ects onto Asian American men.  

  Keywords     Korean American men   •   Manhood   •   Workplace   •   Social 
 dating   •   Discrimination   

  In his seminal book in  Men’s Studies  , Robert  Connell   argues that study-
ing  masculinities   is more accurate than studying  masculinity  . To make 
this argument, he lays out a typology of various masculinities which dif-
ferentiate, between hegemonic  masculinities   and marginal ones. Though 
this distinction highlights racial difference, it does not nuance enough the 
various  social locations   among the marginalized.  1   Though Asian American 
 males   do engage and glean from the research of  Black   and  Latino   studies 
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of masculinities, it would be incorrect to assume that they share the same 
social location. For many Asian American men, they do not possess some 
of the  power   that Black and Latino men in society possess. Historically, 
the political voices to which Asian American men turn when acts such as 
the Vincent  Chin   slaying are committed have been far less than Blacks 
and Latinos. Chin, a 27-year-old Chinese American was bludgeoned to 
death with a baseball bat in  Detroit   in 1982 when two white  auto workers   
blaming  Japan  for the automobile downturn, killed him. Pouring salt on 
the wound, the two murderers were initially sentenced to three years’ pro-
bation as the Asian American community was slow to respond politically. 
This is a far cry from the African American community having the voices 
of Martin Luther King  Jr  .,  Malcolm X  , Jesse  Jackson  , and Al  Sharpton   and 
the Latino American community with Cesar  Chavez  , Antonio  Villaraigosa  , 
and pop icons such as George  Lopez   who have and will speak politically. 
Though it can be argued that the highest profi le (even after the mari-
tal scandals) Asian American today is Tiger  Woods   (higher than political 
fi gures such as Senators Daniel  Inouye   and Leland  Yee  , and Governor 
Bobby  Jindal  ), his  Thai   ethnicity and majority Asian race, are often 
trumped in  media   by his African  American   race, thus often rendering 
the former two invisible.  2   One can argue this is due to the historical pat-
terns of the one- drop  rule   within the  legal system   of the USA. The rule 
states that a person is considered Black if they have just one drop of black 
blood regardless the majority of their race.  3   While the rule has since been 
made unlawful, it still culturally remains and may be a reason as to why 
the media and society view Woods as Black more than any other race or 
ethnicity. Furthermore, the issue of  subjectivity   and  agency   still remain. 
Tiger Woods, who self identifi es as a “ Cablinasian  ” (part  Caucasian  , Black, 
Native American, and Asian) and technically “more Thai than anything,” 
is not seen as such.  4   His  racial script   is written for him by others. 

    GENDER, RACE, AND DISADVANTAGE 
 A summation of contemporary  feminist   critique is this: one’s sex affects 
one’s experience in life not because there is something inherently different 
between boys and girls, but because  society   expects and reacts to various 
sexes differently.  Social construction   theory argues that a person’s  gender   
(i.e., what one does to enact their sex) is in effect, limited to the ideals 
and expectations that society places upon this person. On account of this 
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limitation, a person is narrowed into fulfi lling society’s expected gender 
 roles  . A young male will be a boy only if he demonstrates certain traits and 
behaviors. Social construction theory, however, argues against the notion 
that a young boy will wear blue, play with cars, and show aggression not 
so much because there is something biologically inherent within him as a 
male that causes him to act in this way, as much as the position contends 
that a boy will do these because society has created certain expectations 
of boys that are reinforced in their reoccurring performance. Society cre-
ates a gender  script   that projects acceptable behavior. There is too much 
social  pressure   to give a boy a pink blanket,  Barbie   dolls, and exhibit non- 
aggressive behavior; the gender script does not allow for this. The parents, 
in this respect, are narrowed in their choices of what is legitimate and 
valid parenting. Furthermore, persons committed to a notion of  biological  
  essentialism    (i.e., biological sex determines behavior such as aggression) 
may not have an understanding of an alternative gender  script   and when 
confronted with one, interpret it as deviant.  5   

 What is one to do, however, with boys and men who do not exhibit 
these gender scripts? Moreover, what is one to do when society does not 
interpret and validate, on the whole, these gender  performances   upon 
those who enact them, as I heard among the Korean American men I 
interviewed? As gender  roles   inevitably change with the currents of soci-
ety, what are we to make of the historical scripts of Korean and Asian men 
in the USA and what are we to make of the gender script now? 

 The previous chapter may give some clues as to how to answer these. 
Asian Americans have historically faced many stereotypes that have pro-
duced scripts through which they have been seen in the USA. For Asian 
American men, as it has been for Asian American  women  , these scripts 
have been further confi ned on account of gender. Stereotypes such as the 
Perpetual  Foreigner   and  Yellow Peril   have cast dark shadows over Asian 
Americans. The hyper- and asexual stereotypes have further narrowed this 
script for Asian American men. In addition to these, the Glass Ceiling 
or Bamboo  Ceiling   hypothesis provides another clue. It contends that 
while Asian Americans have average  incomes   comparable to those of 
white Americans and have surpassed Whites on average in professional 
jobs, they remain under-represented in managerial and upper echelon 
positions relative to their educational success, particularly in  Corporate 
America  .  6   Furthermore, while Asian American men may, on the whole, 
have an average  income   on par with white men, they have a lower average 
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income to comparable Whites “when occupation and industry are taken 
into account.”  7   

    Race  in the Workplace   

 I asked the men in my interviews if and how they saw race as an issue in 
their  workplace  . Since the men were from various life stages and at dif-
ferent points in their professional careers, I was especially interested in 
those men who have worked in Corporate America and thus understand 
the dynamics of this culture. The younger men who had not worked in 
Corporate America tended to answer that race was generally not a factor 
although they acknowledged that it used to be one. In their view, times 
have changed and employers and coworkers look at the individual and not 
the color or race of a person. These men often exemplifi ed the  colorblind   
rhetoric and reasoning discussed earlier in Chap.   2    , that if  racism   is experi-
enced, it is an  individual   phenomenon and not a  systemic   one. 

 One younger male in his twenties who does work in Corporate 
America was a bit more ambiguous when discussing race and society. 
On the one hand, he felt that race is a factor “in the overall broad spec-
trum of society,” but on the other, continued to give an example of this 
type of racism as the telling of “jokes or you know, just subtle phrases 
or the way people phrase things.”  8   When I asked him about race and 
work, he shared that Asian Americans do have an advantage in gaining 
employment because the stereotype is that they “work hard [and are] 
very smart people” therefore the belief that employers are willing to hire 
them more readily than other races. I pressed him further to refl ect on 
Asian Americans at the top levels.

      Mark     Umm, you’re working  Corporate America  ? 
     Chris     Yes. 
     Mark     Do you see that Asian males are being hired at the top levels? 
     Chris     Some, defi nitely some. 
     Mark     Men or women or both? 
     Chris     Mostly men. But yeah, you do not see as many Asian American men 

even still in the higher tiers of the corporate ladder. I don’t know if 
that’s necessarily because of our racial discrimination. A lot of what 
I found out working in Corporate America is, a lot of people in the 
higher-ups, they do have some kind of time, whether it be through 
friendships or families, and it has nothing to do against not liking this 
or that worker. It’s just [that] they’re family or they’re friends. They 
are going to have favoritism because of that factor. Asian American 
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men who made it to the top on their own, I believe they are highly 
respected. They just have this demeanor about themselves saying you 
know, to show through their actions that they can get the job done 
and yet they don’t demand respect. It’s just something that you can 
see. It emanates from them. You know I’ll work hard and I’ll get the 
job done.  9   

       Chris observes that Asian American men, though not substantially, have 
succeeded at the top levels. His reasoning is signifi cant, however, as he 
believes that those persons in the top levels have come into these positions 
by way of  social networking  , either through friendships or family relation-
ships. Contrastingly, the Asian American men who have broken into the 
upper administrative tier have done so because of their “demeanor” and 
the “respect” they command. Alejandro  Portes   argues that persons who 
possess  social capital   are those related to others who become the source 
of a person’s gain.  10   Though one’s fi nancial and  cultural capital   might 
be somewhat lacking, if a person has the right contacts with infl uence 
and resources, then through these robust social networks, one’s potential 
advancement are expanded and realized. For Chris, Asian American men 
who possess lesser social capital than Whites, rise up into upper adminis-
tration because of hard work or something within one’s character, not on 
account of their relational resources. 

 Several of the men pointed to the fact that they felt like they had to 
work harder in their jobs because of their race. When I asked Michael, 
who worked in a  Fortune 500   company, to comment about race in the 
workplace he said:

  I think a Korean-American male working in Corporate America…[has] to 
prove [himself] even more than a white person, a white male….I don’t think 
they respect you as much if you’re Asian….You know I noticed [who the 
partners and executives were] and it did impact my work life. Sometimes 
you feel like it’s unfair. You’re doing just as much as another person is but 
he or she is getting the promotion and you don’t.  11   

   Charles, who has achieved director status at a Fortune 500 company, 
shared how he too feels the need to work harder than his peers in order 
to stand out and prove himself. He discloses that for a recent presentation 
he and a white female colleague gave, he had to do all of the “heavy lift-
ing” preparing the presentation while she hadn’t “lifted a fi nger” and yet 
she ended up receiving more credit than him.  12   Moreover, both Charles 
and Michael note that they work against Asian American stereotypes that 
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depict them as the hard worker who doesn’t “rock the boat”  13   and is not 
the “fi nance guy.”  14   Charles feels that he needs to go as far as making 
jokes about Asians to break the stereotype his colleagues may hold so that 
it helps to make them more comfortable and relaxed around his presence. 

 Several men in their thirties pointed out the diffi culty of breaking into 
the upper ranks. I initially asked them if they had observed many Asian 
Americans in upper administration to which they all responded that they 
had seen very little. When I asked them why they thought this was so, 
they pointed to various reasons. Isaiah, who is also at the director level 
and wants to be president of a company someday, noted that he did not 
know of many Asian Americans who had climbed their way up the “ cor-
porate ladder   working for ‘the man’.” Additionally, when Asian Americans 
were in the upper echelon, it was because of either having started their 
own company or having worked their way up in ethnic-specifi c niches and 
institutions.  15   He could only give me one example of an Asian American 
male who had achieved a Vice President position at  Microsoft  . Asking him 
to explain why this was so, he reasoned that the relative newness of Asian 
immigration has prevented an older and experienced critical mass from 
forming. That is, because Asians have not been here long enough and are 
only in their “forties and fi fties” now, and this prevents them from advanc-
ing. Yet research from an executive research and consulting fi rm seems to 
debunk the idea of youthfulness as a deterrent for corporate advancement. 
Their research reveals that in 2008, anywhere from 77 % to 82 % of the 
CEOs of the  S & P 500   companies were in two age brackets with the aver-
age age in their mid-50s.  16   

 Charles reasons differently, implying that one’s ability to blend into the 
dominant culture is what may be the key to advancement. He notices that 
the Asian American male in his company who has achieved upper level sta-
tus could “almost be white.” He detailed how the way he talks, his back-
ground, and his mannerisms make him look like he’s a “part of the white 
community.”  17   Furthermore, Charles offers that his company nurtures a 
 fraternity   feel where coming from a “certain school” and having a “certain 
background” puts you in a “club”:

  So a lot of [being in the club] is [because of] your reputation, your relation-
ship with the uppers, people that are in upper management. And a lot of it 
is like, yeah, a lot of white people.  18   

   He further mentioned that the graduate  school   you have attended also 
puts you in a favorable position with those already in the club. When I 
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asked him if Asians have attended these schools, he replied affi rmatively 
that they have and yet have been passed over for promotion for upper 
management or administration positions or worse, have been demoted for 
no apparent reason. 

 Michael pointed out the  racial disparity   of upper administration at his 
company:

  You can see…who the partners are and what race they are, the directors, and 
for the most part, they are not Asian. There are more non-Asian executives 
or [those in] leadership roles.  19   

   He shared the belief that while people want to hire persons who are “good 
at what they do,” “knowledgeable” and “hard workers.” He also pointed 
to what sociologists call the  homophily principle  ,   20   the idea that people 
like to be with people who are most like themselves, summed up best in 
the adage, “birds of a feather fl ock together”:

  The people making those decisions [to hire], they choose people that they 
are comfortable with, that they can relate to and sometimes, I agree it’s 
easier to relate to your own kind.  21   

   While it is reasonable to want to work with people you have commonali-
ties with, it becomes an issue of justice and equality of access when those at 
the top who have the power to hire and promote are different than oneself 
particularly in race and ethnic culture, and yet, similar to one another. The 
homophily principle and  social capital   theory work hand in hand to deter 
those who want to, from readily entering the elite tiers. 

 Abe, who works in the  public sector  , fi nds that one’s reputation is per-
haps the most important factor in upward movement.  22   Because promo-
tion in his line of work weighs heavily upon recommendations, it behooves 
employees to build up their resume by working hard and showing extra 
effort beyond scheduled work hours. Poor performance casts a large 
shadow over a person’s reputation almost certainly prohibiting one from 
any promotions. Though Abe reasons that there is less “club” mentality 
now than there was previously by superiors when an employee goes for 
promotion, it appears that reputation could still function in such capacity, 
especially in light of the aforementioned  social capital   theory. Caricatures 
of employees still travel by “word of mouth” thus making who you know, 
or at the least, who knows you, a major resource. Furthermore, Abe argues 
that one’s ability to acquire inside knowledge about the  procedures and 
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the protocol of becoming an employee in his work benefi ts entry-level 
persons. While this knowledge is often offered by their  superiors, Asian 
Americans do not take advantage of this resource because they hardly 
know anyone in their line of work and thus are unaware of this capital. 
Therefore, while this inside information is available, according to Abe, 
Asian Americans have little access to it which produces a lack of what 
Pierre  Bourdieu   calls “ cultural capital  ,” acquired knowledge that results in 
improved status and power.  23   Furthermore, one sees how a person’s low 
social capital negatively affects one’s cultural capital.  

   Dating and Social Status 

 Another area where Asian American men may fi nd themselves at a dis-
advantage is social status and  dating  . Though contested,  24    hypergamy 
theory   (i.e., marrying up) suggests that Asian American women have a 
higher likelihood of advancing in social standing through  marriage   than 
do Asian American men.  25   The theory argues that in  interracial marriages  , 
persons will marry to “maximize their status by marrying the most advan-
taged individual with the highest  racial   status.”  26   It is argued, however, 
that Asian American men do not carry the same  social capital   that Asian 
American women do and as a result, have a more diffi cult time marrying 
interracially, particularly with white women.  27   

 When dating and relationships came up in the interviews, I was curious 
to see how the men viewed themselves in terms of race: “How do you see 
race playing into your  dating   relationships?” The men in their twenties saw 
that race was not a signifi cant factor when it came to interracial dating. It is 
important to note that their refl ections considered several factors including 
society, parents, and their own preference. A few of the men pointed out 
that American society is more accepting of Asian American men dating non-
Asian American, most notably, white American women. Jimmy and Chris 
both mentioned that the  Asian American male   is now more socially accepted 
and even has a growing social appeal. Jimmy observes that  Korean American   
men are seen by non-Korean American women as “very caring, very gener-
ous and very thoughtful, the ideal guy essentially…completely the oppo-
site” of what he understands is a Korean American woman’s perspective.  28   
Chris shares a similar refl ection stating that Asian men in America are seen 
more positively, basing this upon a recent surge in pop-culture:

  …you see more and more Asians, popular authors, actors, [and] singers 
coming up and having a much more positive infl uence for Asian males not 
only in America but around the globe. You know  Rain  ?  29   You know he 
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was considered the most infl uential person of 2008 or something like that. 
And you know you have actors like John  Cho  …[and] Daniel  Henney   who’s 
considered to be one of the sexiest men alive…And you know, he’s Korean 
American or part Korean-American and part Caucasian I believe. I think 
slowly those racial lines are coming to a close but it is a slow and steady 
process that’s happening even now.  30   

   What made Chris’ remarks interesting is that he prefaced the above quote 
sharing that “a lot of times, society did give us Asian men a more nega-
tive and sometimes, even a more  homosexual   image.”  31   He brought 
up a magazine that ran a centerfold article with a controversial heading 
“ Metrosexual   or Homosexual?” in reference to Asian males. Chris argued 
that by framing the headline in such a way, the article was posing a false 
binary script of the Asian male as either [metrosexual] or gay without any 
possibility of him as a  heterosexual   normative masculine person. John said 
something similar when he was explaining why he thought Asian males 
rank near the bottom in social standing. “I think I put them near the 
bottom somewhere…because I think they are the least…aren’t they like 
asexual, Asian guys that are…just not desirable in any way?”  32   

 When the men in their twenties discussed  interracial dating   in terms of 
their parents’ preferences, they shared that although they understand their 
parents’ desires for them to marry a Korean woman, their parents are begin-
ning to be more fl exible as these men have slowly begun to date non-Kore-
ans. On account of society’s gradual acceptance of interracial dating, they 
reason their parents too have altered their thinking to refl ect this shift. Lastly, 
these men also do not see race as an issue in terms of their personal prefer-
ence. Chris mentions that an ideal woman would be of no particular race, 
naming examples of  Hollywood   stars from various races to demonstrate his 
own impartiality and society’s non-discriminatory preferences of beauty. 

 The men over thirty and one in his twenties, however, tell a slightly 
different narrative. While they do not hold to personal racial preferences 
(i.e., they would date women of various races), one’s  cultural   tradition 
is a growing realization of importance to these men, particularly as they 
think beyond dating to marriage. Interestingly, all of the married men 
had Korean American spouses, again, possibly explained by the culture 
 argument—their spouses would understand their own background better 
if they too grew up Korean American. 

 Though cultural reasons appear to be valid rationale in explaining the 
restriction of Asian American men to ethnic-specifi c relations, another 
 reason arose from the interviews: they simply couldn’t on account of per-
ception (society’s and their own) and social barriers. A few of them went as 
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far as to share that dating white American women vaults their social status. 
As I talked to Isaiah about race and dating and whether he believed Asian 
American males have equal opportunity to interracially date, he offered 
that “the Asian male, as a lot of us know, just has a stigma from the  media  , 
from the movies” which creates a large social hurdle to overcome.  33   The 
Asian male stigma consists of the:

  Kind of nerdy, small, Asian guy. You know he’s good at math or good at 
some science thing but you know, not the cool guy. Not the main character 
right? He’s always the sidekick, starting you know with Bruce  Lee   and the 
 Green Hornet   and you know,   The Hangover   . The guy [in  The Hangover ] 
is just like a goof and [he carries] all of the different stereotypes, thus the 
reason why the attractive white female is the  Holy Grail   of dating.  34   

   I asked him if this status exists more with a white woman than if he were 
to date a  Korean American   woman.

      Isaiah     I hate to rate but…if the Korean girl’s an eight and the white 
girl’s a seven, I might take the white girl just because…that’s 
almost a  trophy girlfriend   right? Like, “Hey, I can do this.” 

     Mark     Like you’ve made it? 
     Isaiah     Right…that’s the pinnacle for the Asian guy….To be able to date 

a good-looking white girl…means that she’s foregone all the other 
 frat   boys or other guys that she’s used to growing up with and see-
ing. And there is still another caveat. You can’t be a whitewashed, 
can’t-speak-any- other-language Asian guy. You can’t just be a 
white-bread Asian guy….For me it only counts if you actually have 
some culture in you…because that girl would have to accept all of 
that, you know? She would have to accept the fact that you’re not 
a third or fourth generation who speaks no language; you just look 
different. You have a parent that doesn’t speak English and that she 
would have to try to be able to communicate with your parents, 
with your family members. Or imagine her at a family function….
So to be able to fi nd that girl and package her up as a good-look-
ing girl that wants to date  you , that’s a big achievement.  35   

       Ken too shared the effects social  stereotypes   have upon Asian American 
men, particularly in the area of physical anatomy and  masculinity  . I 
inquired why he thought a “big penis,” his symbol of masculinity, was 
such a signifi cant feature in society.  36  
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      Mark     Why do you think penis size is such a big thing in society? I mean 
why do you think that is the standard for most men…and not say, 
height or hand size? 

     Ken     Yeah I think height is another one. There is defi nitely a  discrimi-
nation   [towards] height here especially in the United States. And 
that’s why I think the Asian man struggles so much in his  mascu-
linity   compared to other [races]. 

     Mark     Because of physical outward appearances? 
     Ken     Yeah because we’re stereotyped as having small penises and being 

shorter than most other guys. So in that case, nobody wants to 
date an Asian male…I think you see that. You see a lot of Asian 
women dating men from other [races] but not the other way 
around. You see it but not that often; but I think I’ve seen it more 
often these days. I read an article in  Time  magazine where the 
title was, “Asian Men are on a Roll” and there was a picture of an 
Asian guy with a white girl.  37   They were talking about how more 
and more women are fi nding Asian men to be the ideal partner. 

     Mark     How did that make you feel when you read that? 
     Ken     I was like, “Yeah!” (emphatically)....But I grew up with that ste-

reotype…that I am an Asian and can only date other Asian women 
[and that] I’m not attractive to other cultures [or] other women 
from other ethnicities….Or like my friend, he said he dated a 
white girl and I was like, “Wow! You dated a white girl?” 

     Mark     He was Asian? 
     Ken     Yeah he was Asian. He was short too….I was like, “How did you 

pull that off dude?” I would love to date a white girl one time.  38   

       John, in his twenties, reasons similarly that the lack of Asian male-white 
female dyadic relations is due to the perception of Asian males:

  My cousin was telling me about a project he did when he was in college, 
something about the way Asian males are perceived…as being the least mas-
culine males…. Just the fact that you don’t see the Asian guys with the 
white girls…says something about the way Asians perceive themselves or are 
perceived. So I just feel like there’s girls that just would never go out with 
Asian guys.  39   

   Charles, now married to a Korean American woman, grew up dating 
exclusively non-Korean American females and more specifi cally white 
females in junior high and high school because doing so would confi rm 
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that he was different than other Korean Americans. This self-confi rmation 
was particularly strong for Charles as he spent the majority of his life try-
ing to prove himself among his friends. He admits that part of trying to 
date white girls was his rejection of anything Korean. Yet listening to him 
narrate his life story, it also appears that he needed validation and con-
fi rmation from society outside of Korean America concerning his social 
status, particularly as he moved from Koreatown to a predominantly white 
suburb right before junior high school.

      Charles     Throughout junior high and high school…I wanted to be asso-
ciated with white girls…. 

     Mark     When you had a white girlfriend or you hung out with white 
girls, what did that do for you? 

     Charles     It made me feel like a man. 
     Mark     As opposed to if you would’ve dated a Korean girl? 
     Charles     Yeah. To me, Korean girls weren’t…as womanly as white girls. 

White girls were already…developed. You know they had big-
ger breasts….They were just more beautiful to me. Koreans 
were like, kind of weak, not attractive….I wanted to be associ-
ated apart from [the Korean crowd]. I didn’t want to be like 
them because to me, they were just like another mold. They 
didn’t stand out. I always wanted to stand out….I always felt 
inferior. I always knew I could never bring [a white girl] home 
and…my parents could have a normal conversation. It was 
always because of what other people, how other people saw 
me or felt about me. It was always [people’s perceptions of me 
that] was more important than the relationship.  40   

       While the Glass  Ceiling   and  hypergamy   theories are contestable, they 
appear plausible in light of the history of Asian men in America and the 
social standing they appear to hold as heard in the interviews. Yen Le 
 Espiritu   cautions, however, that while in a racialized context where Asian 
American men have historically and systematically been disadvantaged, they 
should also be studied by scholars as simultaneously holding both subordi-
nation and domination within US society.  41   One might observe from the 
interviews that on the one hand, Korean American men in later life stages, 
view society’s perception of themselves as relatively insignifi cant compared 
to other racial men. Yet they too are not without some measure of social 
 power   and status. Some of the men, for instance, implicitly point out the 
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lesser status of Asian American and Korean American women in the  work-
place  , society, and the family sphere. They point out that Asian Americans in 
upper company leadership levels are usually men, though they observe that 
this is changing to the benefi t of Asian American women. Furthermore, the 
language some of the men used to speak about Korean American women 
when the interview turned to the topic of dating appeared to depict women 
as objects instead of subjects; the men are not any less beholden to a cri-
tique of their own complicity in oppressive subjugation. The challenge then 
is for those working with Korean American men to narrate a simultaneous 
story of  agency   and  oppression   in such a way that works for their own, and 
other’s, internal  freedom   and  systemic   liberation.   

   CONCLUSION 
 Korean American men, on account of the  racial   and gender  scripts   his-
torically placed upon them by society and their families of origin, face 
numerous obstacles that keep them from fi nding deeper  meaning  , inte-
gration, and validation of who they are becoming as men. Consequently, 
when opportunities to integrate socially normed practices and realities 
in their lives are limited or  prohibited   altogether (e.g., making it as a 
CEO of a large company), I contend they will look for these in other 
areas, even if it harms themselves and others. The stories these men 
share reveal the complexity of their lives in public and private spheres. 
I shift this peer into the lives of Korean American men to the world of 
Korean American church sports in the southern  California   area. As wit-
nessed among the Chinese, Japanese, and Indian, ethnic-specifi c sports 
becomes a site of contestation. Here, Korean American men begin to 
feel like the  hegemonic   and  heteronormative   “man” the social script 
produces and norms.  
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    CHAPTER 4   

    Abstract     As limitations persist for Korean American men on their public per-
formances of manhood, they search for agency and power in other avenues 
and ways. Sports becomes an alternative site to practice and perform hetero-
normative and hegemonic masculinity. Moreover, as witnessed in other Asian 
American communities, sport becomes a site of resistance to the discrimina-
tion Korean American men experience in society. In Southern California, 
the sponsoring and organizing of sports tournaments by Korean American 
churches presents a possible space to display one’s manhood and agency 
among their peers and fans. Utilizing various theories of sport with partici-
pant observation, Hearn critically analyzes what occurs at these tournaments, 
from sheer enjoyment, to public constructions of hegemonic masculinity.  

  Keywords     Sports   •   Hegemonic masculinity   •   Sports tournaments   
•   Korean American Church   •   Heteronormativity   •   Church sports tourna-
ments   •   Hypermasculinity   

    INTRODUCTION 
 Imagine a county park with a row of tall trees lining the outer edge of a 
large opening. In the opening is a grassy fi eld. It is a sunny Saturday in 
southern  California  , which, as one might expect, means there are several 
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different athletic events occurring. Soccer, softball, more soccer, and foot-
ball are taking place this day. Adult male  Hispanics   play their weekly soccer 
league match; white friends of mixed gender gather to play recreational 
softball; kids of diverse races run around in a mob to chase a ball in what 
appears to be a youth league game of soccer. One may be surprised, how-
ever, when they turn their attention to the footballers. Here, on the grassy 
fi eld in the large opening are over two-hundred men, mostly Korean 
American and  second-generation  , who have gathered to play in a semi-
annual fl ag-football  tournament  . They represent sixteen different Korean 
American churches from the greater  Los Angeles   area and come with intri-
cate formations, elaborate plays, uniforms, and unquestioned passion.  1   

 I summarize my argument to this point: Korean American men are 
complex social beings whose gender  constructions   of masculinity are 
largely the result of social infl uences. I propose in the previous chapters 
that on account of social scripts and realities that disempower Korean 
American men, they look to other sites and facets of life to gain a measure 
of social  power   and status. When they do so, they are not only able to 
grasp a better sense of who they are, but perhaps more signifi cantly, who 
they are as men, and men in society. I offer this chapter on men and sports 
as a specifi c example of the way Korean American men play out their  mas-
culinity  —they are performing gender and often do so in  hypermasculine   
ways. What makes this data all the more interesting is that these highly 
competitive and hypermasculine forms of gender performance occur not 
within a city league or an informal game of pick-up football but in highly 
organized church-sponsored tournaments. 

 Through sport and these church tournaments, Korean American men 
now have an alluring and alternative opportunity to socially construct 
and perform their  masculinity  . I also point out that this masculinity is 
based upon a  hegemonic   ideal that valorizes posturing and  destructive   
competitiveness. For some, it does not matter that these tournaments are 
sponsored by Korean American churches; they are public opportunities to 
showcase one’s  manhood  . For others, they believe their  spirituality   should 
account for something when people step onto the fi eld, therefore, their 
attempt to reshape these hegemonic standards.  

   KOREAN AMERICAN CHURCH  SPORTS TOURNAMENTS   
  Turkeybowl   and the  Fruit of the Spirit Bowl   (FOTS)—two football tour-
naments—symbolize the energy and signifi cance of church sports events 
for Korean Americans in southern California.  2   These two tournaments are 
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held in the Fall and late Winter respectively and attract not only numerous 
participants, but equally passionate fans who eagerly root for their church. 
A secured spot in one of the sixteen team slots are often a premium. It 
is not uncommon to see a waiting list of churches that were unable to 
give a participation commitment by the tournament director’s deadline. 
Preference is given to churches who participated the previous year thus 
making it diffi cult for a new church to participate; they have to wait for 
a church to pull out.  3   Once, instead of waiting to hear word about their 
entrance into a tournament, one of the wait-listed churches began their 
own tournament that ran simultaneously in the same park, thus bring-
ing the total number of churches to over twenty for that year. The vigor 
shown by the sheer numbers involved is enhanced when one considers 
that these are only two of many different  sports tournaments   organized 
throughout the year. While the number of tournaments hosted may be 
particular to the region, Korean American church sports tournaments is 
not a local phenomenon either as  San Diego   churches gather annually on 
 Labor Day   to play in a day-long grass  volleyball   tournament, and other 
indoor volleyball tournaments take place among  Chicago   and  New Jersey   
area churches. 

 There are several ways to analyze and discuss these annual sporting 
events. On the one hand, to the casual observer, these events yield a sim-
ple, cursory reading; they are no more than a gathering of adults who 
compete in organized, competitive play and churches who gather to fel-
lowship. In some sense, they are not much different in action than the 
 personal and collective enjoyment shared at a local little league baseball 
game. On the other hand, a critical reading produces a much more com-
plex and dynamic interpretation. These tournaments are not simply sites 
of physical activity and enjoyment, they are sites that produce, reproduce, 
and change gender, cultural, racial, and spiritual beliefs.  

   A CRITICAL READING OF SPORT 
  Critical feminists   and cultural critics have exposed the multivalent and 
political nature of  sport  . Sport should not, nor cannot be taken at face 
value on account of the forces that contribute to the production of 
 meaning   within a cultural non-literary “text.”  4   Sport, as a cultural prod-
uct laden with social and political signifi cance, now becomes a site to 
be read critically for the purposes of analyzing axes of social power in 
interlocking fashion.  5   Susan  Birrell   and Mary G.  McDonald   remind us 
that a critical reading of sport provides another look into  gender  , race, 
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class, and so forth, as “relations of power” and not as static categories.  6   
Therefore, Korean American men at church  sports tournaments   cannot 
be read simply as a racial group of men playing organized sports compet-
itively together. Rather, their histories and socially constructed realities 
in a context such as the USA, together with their own subjective experi-
ences, make for a complex interpretation of what occurs on a Saturday 
twice a year. 

 Jay  Coakley  ’s fi ve different social theories ( functionalist  ,  confl ict  ,  criti-
cal  , critical  feminist  , and symbolic  interactionist  ) provide rich and complex 
lenses to interpret the athletic experiences of these Korean American men.  7   

   Functionalist Theory 

 Functionalist theory attempts to explain how society works to maintain 
stability through the sharing of values, beliefs, and organization. The 
more society can agree in unity and harmony, the better it functions as a 
well-oiled machine. It works, therefore, to maintain the  status quo   rather 
than disrupt it. In sport, functional theorists believe that sport can be, and 
is used, to produce values and characteristics that are important for the 
functioning of society as a whole and the progress of individuals within 
that society. For instance, the idea of teamwork and drive are two positive 
values that arise out of the organization of sport. Because individual mem-
bers work toward a common cause, they are presented through sport with 
opportunities to work through differences and come to some  resolution   
when these differences are in confl ict. Sport is thus encouraged because 
it produces many individual and societal benefi ts. Several of the men who 
had played in at least one church football tournament noted in the inter-
views two primary goals of these tournaments;  fellowship   and  evangelism  . 
Abe sums up best this idea of fellowship and male bonding:

  I think that sports [are] one way God has given us an avenue between broth-
ers. It’s amazing how it can break through boundaries….I’m a big advocate 
[of sports] because it connects brothers like no other thing can, really fast.  8   

   A major caveat, however, of functionalist theory in relation to  sport  , is 
that it assumes that all people arrive at the same  meaning   for sport and 
sports participation. That is, it does not consider well the complexities of 
meaning that are attached to one’s investment in sport. The chief execu-
tive offi cer of a television network may have a completely different stake 
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in sport as does the single parent of a child on a local youth soccer team. 
Though they both have an investment in sport, the reasons behind these 
cause confl ict as to whether to maintain the current reality of sport or to 
question it. 

 When I asked the men what they thought of  Turkeybowl   and  FOTS   and 
how they reconcile what they see (i.e., hyper-competitiveness and extreme 
aggression) with the fact that the tournaments are church- sponsored, 
most of them answered with the qualifi er, “I know that it’s supposed to be 
for fellowship or outreach but….” The men followed this by giving a com-
plexity of answers including winning, looking good in front of their team-
mates, spectators, girlfriends and other women, and becoming  the man .  

   Confl ict Theory 

 Generally, confl ict theory runs counter to functional theory. While these 
two theories agree that society exists as a system of integrated beliefs, 
values, and organization, they differ in that confl ict theory views the 
economy, and not “general system needs,” as the driving force behind 
equilibrium.  9   Rooted in Karl  Marx  ’s critiques of industrial and capitalist 
societies, the theory questions the imbalance of the control of production. 
Therefore, as the theory relates to sports in society, it questions the dispro-
portion of control between the owners of competitive sport, the athletes 
(those who produce sport) and the average fan (the consumer of sport). 
The theory argues that the production of sport would look much different 
if it were more in the hands of the athletes than the upper-echelon owners. 
However, since contemporary sport is controlled largely by the owners, 
there is a push by those who control power, to maintain what currently 
exists in sports since it reinforces the  economic   benefi ts of the elite often 
at the expense of the lower classes. The  National Football League   and 
the  NFL Players’ Union   resolved a heated labor dispute after the owners 
administered a lockout of players, thus setting off a maelstrom of lawsuits 
and bargaining maneuvers.  10   

 There are several limitations, however, to confl ict theory. First, it lacks 
consideration of the complexity of reasons that sustain the institution of 
sport. Though sport in contemporary society does carry strong underpin-
nings related to its commodifi cation by  media   and the market and those of 
the economically elite, it would be remiss to believe that these are the only 
considerable factors that sustain sport. People participate in, and consume 
sports, for behavioral, cognitive, and affective reasons, not simply as pas-
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sive bystanders of a larger system.  11   There is some measure of individual 
agency; it is not simply a social, economic machine. Second, sport is main-
tained not merely by those in control of the means of production, but 
by persons of all classes. Though the  television   executive might empha-
size the fi nancial side in contrast to the single parent who may stress the 
social interaction afforded her or his child, they both have an investment 
in perpetuating sport. Finally, closely related to the fi rst two limitations, 
confl ict theory does not consider well other factors such as race, gender, 
and spirituality that contribute to the  social construction   of sport and its 
signifi cance in society and individual’s lives.  

   Critical Theory 

 Critical theory questions the organization of society particularly exam-
ining existing power relations among persons and groups of people.  12   
It pries into the way organizations are structured and seeks to delve 
below the surface to uncover complex realities. Critical theorists are not 
content to maintain the  status quo.   For by doing so, people contribute to 
oppressive realities that keep persons from understanding the intricacies 
that generate  injustice  . 

 In sport, therefore, critical theory often asks questions that address 
the behind-the-scene issues displayed in sport, the “back regions” as 
some scholars have quipped.  13   While a  functionalist   may view sport as a 
site that strengthens the moral character of teammates and even of soci-
ety (e.g., how sport brings persons of all classes together), the critical 
theorist might question the frequent and unnecessary (for the athlete 
and viewer) television time-out breaks during the course of a  basketball   
game. It is not uncommon to see a television time-out in professional 
or college basketball within seconds after a coach’s time-out simply 
because it is under a certain time interval, regardless of when a previ-
ous one was taken. This type of questioning would lead to a discussion 
of the contractual obligations the governing body of the sport and the 
teams involved have with the sponsoring television network, which may 
lead to a whole host of other inquiries. This, then, is a goal of critical 
theory and its byproduct, critical thinking: to make complex that which 
appears simple in order to address injustices produced by a social institu-
tion such as sport. 

 On account of its stance toward advocacy, a shortcoming of critical 
theory in relation to sport may, as seen in the previous theories, be its lack 
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of consideration to the wide range of social meaning and signifi cance peo-
ple bring to sports. For instance, though critical theory works to reverse 
patterns and ideologies that keep marginal persons from freely or equally 
participating in sports, advocates fi ghting the corporate commodifi cation 
of sport, particularly among  urban   African  American   youth, may have 
diffi culty balancing advocacy with the reality that these youth now have 
equipment with which to play.  14   The work of critical theorists at levels of 
 systemic   change might alter the ability of an individual to participate in 
and enjoy a sport.  

   Critical Feminist Theory 

  Critical feminist   theory builds upon critical theory as it introduces gen-
der as a vital issue to the discourse of social  stratifi cation  . Early femi-
nist thought sought to make gender the critical piece of social analysis. 
However, later feminist thought would advance the earlier version by 
advocating for a fuller and interdependent look of gender and other 
axes that contribute to social power. One axis (e.g., gender) is not 
suffi cient or accurate enough to critique cultural reproduction and social 
organization but must be done through a “ prism of difference  ”  15   or a 
“ matrix of domination  .”  16   One experiences life differently on account 
of their  social location  . That is, one’s social location is affected by one’s 
combination of race, gender, class, ethnicity, etc., and while one axis of 
power can be highlighted in discourse, it must always be done in relation 
to the others, as a different combination of axes will shift social status 
and meaning from context to context.  17   

 In light of sport, feminist theory fi rst looked to critique the differences 
of sports participation at all levels through the lens of gender. Critiques 
concerning the unequal participation of women in sports, for instance, 
took center stage.  18   However, as feminist theories developed, sport was 
now analyzed through several different lenses.  19   An integrated look into 
the world of sports became the main focus of feminist theorists and as a 
result, questions posed in earlier feminist thought now refl ected a differ-
ence in depth and breadth.  20    

   Interactionism 

  Interactionist theory   maintains that as persons interact with one another, 
they create a system of shared symbols which in turn, give meaning to 
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current and future exchanges.  21   Interactionist theory emphasizes the place 
of entry into a critical discourse of sport.  22   Whereas the previous theories 
analyze the surrounding structures (e.g., economy, patriarchy) to provide 
assistance in reading sport, interactionist theory focuses upon behavior 
at the interpersonal level.  23   Therefore, analyses of a participant’s identity, 
reasons for participation, and personal refl ections upon her or his involve-
ment, become the main focus of this approach. The primary intent is to 
“understand social worlds from the inside—through the perspectives of 
the people who create, maintain, and change them….[It is] to view cul-
ture and society from the bottom up rather than the top down.”  24   

 Two interrelated weaknesses emerge with this theory. First, cau-
tion is given toward the tendency to overlook structural and systemic 
dynamics when attempting to understand interpersonal subjectivity and 
meaning. Bryan  Turner  ’s refl ections of the body in society and Antonio 
 Gramsci  ’s theory of  hegemony   highlight this concern.  25   Turner argues 
that, while one may choose to represent oneself uniquely, this representa-
tion is the result of structural infl uences that consciously or subconsciously 
inform a desirable imagination of the self.  26   One might choose to act in 
self- defi nition, but on account of powerful, structural forces such as the 
 media  , one’s concept of self is highly infl uenced by these. 

 Gramsci’s theory is similar in thought. He offers a compromise between 
structuralist notions that view systemic apparatuses as greatly impacting 
the self and culturalist approaches that view the human as prevailing agent 
in its ability to resist these apparatuses. For Gramsci, infl uence is had not 
through domination and force but through a struggle of ideological infl u-
ence.  27   People from below accept ideologies from above as normative, 
even those that may contribute to their  oppression  . In doing so, persons 
are unknowingly  complicit   in their own oppression. 

 The emphasis placed upon the subjectivity of the participant(s) involved 
in sports contributes to a second weakness. It is diffi cult sometimes to 
suggest visionary changes in organization and structure towards fair-
ness and equality when focus is placed primarily upon the participant’s 
meaning-making.  

   An Integrated Approach 

 To interpret Korean American men playing sport, I emphasize the last 
two theories (critical feminist and interactionist) for the following reasons. 
Critical feminist theory offers that the construction of gender is a complex 
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process of power rather than a pure theory concerned only with gendered 
experiences. While one can observe how men use  Turkeybowl   and  FOTS   
to construct social signifi cance and personal empowerment, critical femi-
nist theory continues to remind us of the violent and oppressive dynamics 
that exist in contemporary sport and how these dynamics are often the 
result of reinforced social meaning.  28   Critical feminist theory also argues 
that while men are empowered in sport, sport simultaneously reinforces 
the unequal relations (most notably gender and age) often experienced 
in Korean American  communities   and families because of the gender and 
hiearchical ideology (i.e., older  patriarchal   male) it portrays. But to read 
Korean American sports participation more accurately, critical feminist 
theory is balanced with interactionist theory to explore the way Korean 
American men make meaning through the ritual of competitive sport.   

   PLAYING BY THE RULES OF HEGEMONIC MASCULINITY: 
KOREAN AMERICAN MEN PLAY SPORTS 

 In any good competitive sport, there are certain rules and guidelines by 
which to abide. Without them, disorganization and chaotic play reign; 
with them, however, come the possibility of boundary-shaping, social 
 cohesion  , and enjoyment. Rules are boundaries that inform players what 
is acceptable or unacceptable action. When explicit rules are broken, a 
player gets thrown in the penalty box, receives a foul, or marked with 
some other form of violation or infraction. When it comes to implicit rules 
of the game—baseball has many of these (e.g., do not step on the pitching 
mound during a switch between innings unless you are the pitcher)—
break these and opposing teams fi nd ways outside the  jurisdiction   of the 
referee to enforce a message that this type of conduct is unacceptable 
(e.g., throwing at the violating player when he next comes up to bat). 
Contemporary sports produces certain “rules” or normative discourses 
of hegemonic masculinity. By sports, I mean not only an actual competi-
tion, but the undercurrents that go into constructing what sport is today. 
These undercurrents include play and athleticism, but also include the 
economic market and social power. In my research of Korean American 
 football tournaments  , I noticed a continuum of the ways players conduct 
themselves on the fi eld. On the one hand, there are those players that 
seem to play in a way that appears no different than the media-driven 
images of contemporary sports and hegemonic  masculinity  : the tough, 
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rugged, I-don’t-cry image of the conquering sports athlete.  Ultimate 
Fighting Championship   (UFC),  Mixed Martial Arts   (MMA), and profes-
sional sports in the  United States   such as the  National Football League 
(NFL)  , overwhelmingly glorify and build their  business   markets and ideo-
logical image around the notion of  redemptive violence   and the victori-
ous hero.  29   The “ pain principle  ” informs men that playing through pain 
is courageous and when you don’t, you become sissifi ed.  30   “Conquer or 
you will be conquered” is the unoffi cial motto of this type of masculinity. 
It is often displayed in phrases such as “going to battle,” “pulling up your 
jockstrap,” and “be a man,” while also demonstrated in trying to “one 
up” your opponent by  “showing him up” or “juking him out of his jock.” 
In the midst of a highly- charged game I observed, an ultra-competitive 
player went up to another player after his team scored a touchdown, got 
in his face, pointed at the player and said, “How do you like that number 
fi ve?!”  31   Later, this same player after another successful play went up to a 
different player of the opposing team and yelled, “How do you like that 
number thirty-three?” At the end of one of the practices I attended prior 
to the tournament, a team captain informed the newer players to keep 
their “head on a swivel” throughout the tournament because there are 
many players that are willing to administer a cheap shot during a play.  32   
One man described the play at  FOTS   this way: “A lot of guys just want 
to win. If they can break your leg and they can win by breaking your 
leg, they’re going to break your leg, and that’s unfortunate.”  33   One year, 
according to the tournament director, a player had become so incensed 
with the actions of his counterpart that after the game, he went to his car 
and retrieved a bat from his trunk with the intent to come back and beat 
the other player up.  34   

 The hyper-competitiveness and  hypermasculinity   exhibited at these 
tournaments can be explained, in part, through a mixture of the theories 
previously mentioned. Michael A.  Messner   has written extensively on the 
infl uence contemporary sport, through media and the economic market, 
has upon society. Building upon Sut Jhally’s term,  sports-media complex  
(i.e., media’s infl uential and integrated nature with contemporary sport), 
Messner adds commercialization to the term (  sports-media-commercial 
complex   ) to demonstrate how contemporary sport is an institution replete 
with global and economic infl uences that vie for society’s and the con-
sumer’s attention. Sport is not simply an autonomous institution of exer-
cise and competition but a convoluted location of competing forces. The 
sports-media-commercial complex shapes the way society understands 
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success and signifi cance and provides images of what should be impor-
tant.  35   Reports on  Super Bowl   XLV illustrate the massive and integrated 
institution sports and the market have become. The game between the 
 Green Bay Packers   and the  Pittsburg Steelers   for instance, was at the time, 
the most watched event and the most expensive program in television 
history having cost each thirty-second commercial slot three million dol-
lars.  36   In the United States, eight of the top ten  television   broadcasts in 
2010 were sporting events while the top  soccer   clubs globally are multi-
million dollar companies that help create a multibillion dollar industry.  37   
 Nike  ,  Adidas  ,  Reebok  ,  Fila  ,  Puma   and other shoe and clothing companies 
market their star athletes as persons to imitate from head to toe. Images 
of Michael  Jordan   playing through a virus that caused him to throw up 
multiple times in a game during the 1997 NBA fi nals, Brett  Favre   com-
peting as the “iron man” with multiple injuries through the last few years 
of his career, and Tiger  Woods   having come out of a self-imposed hiatus 
from golf during the months following his marital scandal to play at the 
2010 Masters tournament also contribute to the notion of the courageous 
athlete who competes at all costs. While marketers present an image of 
heroism, confl ict and  critical feminist   theories ask at what cost and for 
whose benefi t? 

 As these theories look to the macro concerns, interactionist theory con-
siders these structural causes with the intent of understanding interper-
sonal explanations of Korean American men’s behaviors in sports. Why do 
Korean American men play sports and participate in these pervasively vio-
lent tournaments? Richard  Major   argues that sports is a site where black 
men resist  structural racism   and institutional barriers.  38   Because  Blacks   do 
not have the same structural opportunities as that of mostly  Whites  , “black 
males’ appropriation of sport as an arena of self-expression is an example of 
human agency operating within structural constraints.”  39   Sports become a 
site of cultural  resistance   and creativity. 

 Historically, sports have served Asian Americans similarly in their  resis-
tance to racism   and have provided a form of “cultural  citizenship  ,” the 
idea that Asian Americans belong as citizens even with mixed cultures and 
heritages.  40   For instance,  Nisei Japanese   Americans created sports leagues 
as a way to counter the  social   ostracism and  institutional racism   they expe-
rienced in the fi rst half of the 1900s and particularly during  World War II   
 internment  .  41   Chinese Americans did the same with  basketball   not only 
exhibiting their self-agency, but their ability to counter dominant  ste-
reotypes   of Asian Americans, those of the unathletic and uncoordinated 
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Asian.  42    South Asian American   men use pick-up basketball to resist cul-
tural stereotypes that reinforce the geeky, nerdy, computer caricature they 
often face.  43   

 There is something appealing to this idea of  resistance   and cultural 
citizenship—the space and cultural events that provide opportunity to 
prove that one belongs. The difference, however, between the Chinese 
and Japanese before them, and now their contemporary South Asian men, 
is that for these Korean Americans, proving oneself is largely in relation 
to  other  Korean Americans.    The validation of one’s skill and ability comes 
from the hands of fellow Korean Americans, not other racial groups. Other 
races seem to be viewed as a threat to one’s ability to succeed and when 
this threat is taken out of the equation as in an ethnic-specifi c tournament, 
showcasing one’s  manhood   and skill level often comes at the expense 
of another Korean American. They compete  against  Korean Americans 
rather than  with  Korean Americans, akin to competing gangs of the same 
ethnicity. 

 The responses of the men I interviewed who played in the  football 
tournaments   begin to reveal the complexity around which they play and 
construct their masculinity. For instance, Rodney offers that while play-
ing in  Turkeybowl   or  FOTS   provides a physical outlet as an alternative to 
the college intramural games they no longer engage in, he also points to 
the possibility that playing in the tournaments is a way to compete and 
“show their stuff” specifi cally because they are not playing against “these 
big white guys” but on a more level playing fi eld consisting primarily of 
Korean and Asian men.  44   Charles adds that the football tournaments are 
ways Korean American men can prove and differentiate themselves from 
other Korean American men: “It’s a great way to showcase your masculin-
ity [and to show] how strong you are.” He would add that if a “Mexican” 
or a “white guy” played, there would be speculation that this person is a 
ringer and assumedly better than all of the Korean American  men  .  45   He 
would later offer that playing in Turkeybowl or FOTS makes him “feel 
so masculine” and then refl ect, “If I played in a white FOTS, it would be 
different. I’d be more…intimidated. But I actually feel more empowered 
when I play in a Korean FOTS.” Abe believes that for the participating 
men, FOTS offers them a legitimate opportunity to succeed. Here he 
impersonates them: “We can win! We can win! This is one place I can 
win!”  46   

 Although, as I have pointed out, the use of sports as social  resistance   
by the Chinese and Japanese differs slightly from the Korean Americans 
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who use it as personal proving ground, Korean Americans resist (at least 
personally) evolving notions of “ orientalism  ”—images placed upon Asian 
Americans by Westerners and their discourses.  47   One could argue that 
playing football regularly is Korean American men’s own version of the 
“ cool pose  ” black male athletes exhibit for the purposes of gaining social 
status and power.  48   In a society that is increasingly inundated with sport 
and places great value on athletic performance as a construction of  het-
eronormative   masculinity, sport is a site where men can realize that they 
too belong and prove their  manhood  , even if it is against other Korean 
American men.  49   

 Interestingly though, these tournaments that are sponsored for Korean 
American churches and are played mostly by Korean Americans, are not 
exclusive of other racial participants. Many players bring friends of other 
races to participate and are largely  recruited   for the purposes of fi elding 
the most competitive team. One year a predominantly white church par-
ticipated in a tournament.  50   While one might assume that having on aver-
age, taller and larger players than the other teams would grossly advantage 
the white church team, they placed third in their pool (of four) and did 
not win the tournament, having tied for third overall after playoffs. There 
were no offi cial complaints by the Korean churches about their partici-
pation but had they won, their allowance might have caused an issue. 
Further, in juxtaposing the literature of black men and sports with Korean 
American men, by beating this team, it might have confi rmed for the 
Korean American men, that at some level, they belonged with Whites. 
And for the white church and their fans, them not having won the tourna-
ment may have begun to disrupt any of the stereotypes they might have 
held of Asian and Korean American men. Jachinson  Chan   offers that in 
the face of stereotypes that contribute to  racial   hierarchy, “the burden 
of proving one’s worth as a [Chinese American] man is bound by the 
additional burden of disarticulating the stereotypes.”  51   If so, the Korean 
American men seemed to have held their own. 

 Bonding and  fellowship   is another reason why Korean American men 
continue to participate in these tournaments despite their violent nature.  52   
Numerous hours in practice are spent preparing for a tournament. The 
idea of “going to battle” with other men and achieving a common goal 
is another lure. As sport serves as organized opportunity for connection, 
one scholar argues that boys and men do this fearfully for they are appre-
hensive of the potential  loss   of status in their interaction with other boys 
and men through the constant negotiation of identity positioned against 
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another male.  53   A man’s identity is formed primarily in separation from, 
and in position to, others. Therefore, competition and proving oneself 
greater than another provides a man self-worth in this exercise of posi-
tionality. Because the need for connection is vital for men, sport becomes 
the safe ground where men are able to feel connected in an arena that 
legitimizes positioning,  posturing  , and competitiveness.  54   

 Participation in this form of  masculinity   (i.e., hegemonic masculinity), 
however, can have its detrimental consequences for Korean American men 
as it does for other men of color.  55   As Korean American men participate 
non-refl exively in events such as  Turkeybowl   and  Fruit of the Spirit Bowl  , 
they become subject to both the constructive and destructive forces of 
sport including the perpetuation of  violence   and  patriarchy  .  56   Michael 
 Kaufman   reminds us that violence is most appropriately seen threefold: 
violence towards women, towards other men, and towards oneself.  57   
As Korean American men fi nd space for self-assertion and prove their 
manhood through church  sports tournaments  , they simultaneously repro-
duce the very dynamics and tools that oppress themselves and others. 
Self-assertion for many young men often manifests through the guise of 
“omnipotence through violence.”  58   As In Ju  Cho   has noted, this violence 
often occurs within Korean American households in the form of men’s 
abuse of their spouses.  59   She found in her study that in all categories of 
violence, 79 % of the Korean American men had committed some form of 
spousal abuse from 2006 to 2007. Furthermore, 13 % had slammed their 
wives against the wall and approximately 3 % had “hit, held down, or used 
a weapon to make their wives have oral or anal sex.”  60    

   RESHAPING THE RULES 
 As I have argued to this point, church  sports tournaments   have produced 
destructive dynamics that shape, in part, who Korean American men 
become. This may appear ironic and puzzling considering that these are 
tournaments organized on behalf of, and played by, Christian churches. 
In some sense, the play these churches demonstrate is nothing different 
than what some expect in a non-religiously organized tournament. One of 
the respondents went as far as to say that he felt Korean American men’s 
demonstrations of  hypermasculinity   were drawn out even more than city 
leagues because it was a  Christian  tournament. He reasoned that show-
ing aggression was a way to step out of the stereotype of soft and passive 
Christianity. 
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 Some may counter this critique that several churches use the tourna-
ments as  evangelistic   tools to reach out to non-Christians and therefore, 
have a number of players who may not understand a Christian ethos of 
respect, humility, and care. Though having a number of non-Christian 
players present at any one tournament is undoubtedly true, there are two 
concerns with this reasoning. First, while there are non-Christians who 
exhibit the violence and the sexism that runs contrary to the ethic of social 
care expressed in the  Sermon on the Mount  , there are many  Christian  
players who do likewise. Sometimes in competitive sport it is Christians 
who demonstrate character unbecoming of a Christian. The president of 
a Christian university, for instance, had the failing grade of a men’s  bas-
ketball   team player removed so that the team could improve its chances 
of winning a  national championship  .  61   The irony of this episode was that 
“the president was an ordained minister for whose name the school’s 
graduate divinity school was named, the tournament the team won was 
the  National Christian College Athletic Association  , and the failing grade 
in question had been earned in a  religion   course.”  62   

 During the football  tournament  , I observed one of the players chide 
a fellow teammate when his girlfriend arrived with team supplies of food 
and drink. Seeing the many boxes of supplies, player A asked player B if his 
girlfriend had brought  his  “tampons” as a way to jokingly belittle player 
B. I raise this example to demonstrate two aspects of sport and Christianity. 
First, the culture of sport carries with it a sexist and homophobic discourse 
that helps to differentiate the “real” men (i.e., hegemonic  masculinity  ) 
from the sissy, girly ones. Second, this type of discourse and ideology 
appears among Christian men as readily as it does among non-Christian 
men and is indicative of the infl uences contemporary sport has among the 
formation of men in modern society.  63   The culture of sport is effectively 
invasive no matter one’s religious identity if one is unconscious to the 
structural and spiritual infl uences at work. Furthermore, while it would 
appear next to impossible to differentiate by observation between those 
who are, and are not, Christian at these tournaments, it does not deter 
from the reality that the tournaments are organized by, and on behalf 
of, Christian churches. They continue to carry the name “Christian” and 
have the backing and sometimes leadership of pastors and other spiritual 
church leaders. 

 This leads to a second concern of using the tournaments as evangelistic 
tools. What are non-Christians being evangelized into as they participate 
in these tournaments? As Shirl  Hoffman   notes, perhaps Christians, and 
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particularly  evangelical   Christians, have bought into the larger culture of 
contemporary sport creating what Frank  Deford   terms “ Sportianity  .”  64   
Here there are no differences between Christian and secular play, for com-
petitive sport regardless the setting,  is  competitive with winners and los-
ers. One may even contend that on account of the  Christus Victor  or the 
battles fought (and sometimes won) in the both the Christian and Hebrew 
scriptures, high competitiveness and aggressive play help to pave the way 
for a theological imagination that welcomes this behavior. As one of the 
men refl ected, “Sometimes it’s hard on the football fi eld to see who God 
is because some guy is in your face going boom, boom (making physical 
hitting motions) and then he throws you on the ground and just walks 
over you.”  65   

 Several aspects, however, reveal that this type of conduct is contrary 
to participants’ and spectators’ understandings of Christianity. First, the 
gathering of all the teams prior to the beginning of play is telling. Like 
tournaments before, there was a time for all the participants to come 
together in worship. The director gathered all of the teams and had the 
players integrate and “stand next to somebody not from your church” 
because “we are all one in Christ.”  66   After quick introductions, the direc-
tor continued by exhorting players that we “don’t play for riches here” 
but store up “treasures in heaven” as a way to encourage the men to 
“remember who we play for, for God and Christ.” He would continue to 
add that this type of play is to not “lay out guys.” This message is similar 
to the other tournaments in which I have participated, as pastors in charge 
of the message often remind players that they play “for Christ” and “in 
the spirit of Christ.” Following the message by the director, a couple of 
young men led the participants in singing two contemporary praise songs. 
I noticed that while a number of men did not know the words to “Give 
Us Clean Hands” and “How Great Is Our God,” several men closed their 
eyes, raised their hands and sang enthusiastically, much like they do in 
second-generation Korean American worship services  67   and is common 
among  Evangelical   worship.  68   At the end of the singing, the director then 
led us in a time of prayer before play commenced. 

 A second reason why I believe overt displays of aggression and physical 
play are contrary to participants’ and organizers’ views of Christianity is 
that prayer was a key element throughout the day. Teams were encouraged 
to pray together at the middle of the fi eld before and after every game. 
While the prayers before the game mostly occurred, those after the games 
waned as the day went on, the competitiveness increased, the stakes drew 
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higher, and the frustration heightened when a team lost. Moreover, the 
substance of the prayers players offered is also telling of what their expec-
tations are and what actually occurs at these tournaments. The prayers 
offered by team captains and pastors prior to the game mirrored those of 
the tournament directors as they offered petitions to God to help players 
“play in the spirit of Christ” and “for Christ” in addition to prayers for 
“protection from injury.” Prayers following games included thanksgiving 
for “no major injuries,” forgiveness for the attitudes and actions players 
may have exhibited during the game, and the reminder that we are “all 
brothers in Christ at the end of the day.” 

 The incongruity of these football tournaments with Christianity is also 
the perspective of non-participants. While most fans cheered their teams 
on respectfully, there have been a couple of instances where I witnessed 
a fan challenging a player to a fi ght after the game because they were 
so incensed with the player’s actions. Though this is an anomaly of the 
actions of most fans, there is something to be said about the views of those 
who do not regularly attend these tournaments yet know what takes place 
at them. I had a conversation with a person whose comments sum up well 
the sentiments others have shared concerning the tournaments. He said 
there needs to be something done for the tournaments to refl ect more a 
“Christian spirit.”  69   When I pressed him a little about what he thought this 
spirit would look like, he answered that it wouldn’t lead to such “aggres-
siveness and trying to demolish each other,” that players’ “attitudes would 
be better,” and there would be less “hyper-aggression.” 

 These points concerning the compatibility of church football tourna-
ments and Korean American Christianity seem to reveal an implicit assump-
tion shared by most, if not all, who have experienced these tournaments. 
Participants—whether players, coaches, directors, pastors, or fans—appear 
to understand that these football tournaments elicit something contrary 
to their understanding of Christianity. Therefore, in addition to the way 
Christianity is explicitly used to frame the tournament, there are the con-
stant exhortations to play “in the spirit of Christ,” “for Christ,” and the 
reminders that we are all “one in Christ.”  70   

 Though this depiction of what occurs gives an accurate description, 
it does not tell the whole story. There are those who try to play in a 
qualitatively different way on account of their commitments to Christian 
spirituality. Some realize that a contact sport such as football frustrates 
their ability to live according to their understanding of scripture and Jesus’ 
ethics of love and respect. As a result, some withhold from playing because 
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they know the violent and aggressive nature that arises within them when 
they participate. There are those, however, who knowing the aggression 
they will confront, continue to play because they want to participate in 
a more cordial and “Christ-like” way. To hold oneself in this manner 
includes playing fair (i.e., no cheap shots), helping opponents up when the 
play is over, giving compliments, interacting with the referees with respect, 
exemplifying hard play, and viewing their opponent as persons rather than 
opponents to overcome. One hears this paralleled in Abe’s voice:

  For me, I don’t really care about winning that much. As long as I know I 
had a good game….I think [playing in a different spirit] is something that 
we should try to do especially when we have an opportunity with non- 
Christians [who play] sports with us. We could reach out to them and let 
them see a glimpse of God.  71   

      CONCLUSION 
 I present the world of church football tournaments as an example of how 
Korean American men perform gender.  72   When Korean American men fi nd 
relatively few avenues to exert their sense of self in ways that society deems 
valid and acceptable, they fi nd other avenues and sites to do so. TurkeyBowl 
and Fruit of the Spirit Bowl are two of these possibilities. Through sport, 
Korean American men have the opportunity to perform masculinity, often 
to the detriment of other Korean American men and their own selves. 
However, it is also a way to gain agency and practice their spirituality. As I 
turn to the following chapter, I maintain that Korean American Christian 
spirituality has served as an organizing structure that provides stability for 
these men while it simultaneously constructs gender ideologies that largely 
prevent men from establishing mutual relations with others.  

                                                                           NOTES 
     1.    “Korean American” here refers to the  second-generation  Korean American 

churches. These churches are either completely independent second-gener-
ation Korean American English-speaking ministries (i.e., having no fi nancial 
or spatial ties to a mother church) or the English-speaking ministries of a 
fi rst-generation Korean American church (i.e., have both independent and 
dependent responsibilities toward a fi rst-generation church). The tourna-
ments of which I speak are for second-generation Korean Americans. There 
are separate tournaments for the fi rst generation.   
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   2.    For all sports, there are numerous tournaments per year that are organized 
for Korean American churches for both men and women. This does not 
include the tournaments for Korean American women or the tournaments 
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    CHAPTER 5   

    Abstract     This chapter fi rst examines Korean American spirituality in light 
of American evangelicalism and Korean shamanism. Second, it looks at 
how its ties to traditional evangelicalism reinforce conservative notions of 
gender. While scholars contend that second-generation Korean American 
Christianity is not monolithic and varies from fi rst-generation Korean 
American Christianity, Hearn offers that an analysis of gender in Korean 
American spirituality contests this view. Though individuals who hold to 
more progressive understandings of gender roles exist, there remains, on 
the whole, a conservatism within second-generation Korean American 
spirituality around issues of spiritual headship and gender. Hearn com-
bines data from the interviews of second-generation Korean American 
men with ethnography at Christ Church to make his case.  

  Keywords     Korean American spirituality   •   Evangelicalism   •   Gender roles   
•   Church leadership   •   Shamanism   

    INTRODUCTION 
 As I have argued to this point, Korean American  men   are complex beings 
when viewed through a feminist web of analysis. A single axis as an ana-
lytical tool does not suffi ce to interpret Korean American men and their 
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quest for signifi cance and meaning. Furthermore, for Korean American 
 Christian  men, the search for empowerment and signifi cance often occurs 
through the additional lens of  spirituality  .  1   One might argue that Korean 
American spirituality presents men simultaneously with both traditional 
ideologies and practices of masculinity (i.e., hegemonic masculinity) and 
alternative views of masculinity. American  evangelicalism   and its ability to 
curb issues of  gender   equality through choosing selective passages and 
validating these through a  biblical inerrancy   frame, has infl uenced Korean 
American Christianity and its beliefs and practices. Unsurprisingly perhaps, 
the roles of theological and  pastoral   leader (i.e., preacher and worship 
leader) in Korean American churches then are predominantly fi lled by 
men. So as Korean American men feel largely disempowered throughout 
society, they simultaneously fi nd pockets of empowerment through fam-
ily, social relationships, and spirituality. Yet on account of their spirituality, 
there are those who alter their ideology and performance of masculinity, 
affecting in part, their social relations. 

 I divide the chapter into two major sections. The fi rst section probes 
a historical and sociological exploration of the Korean American church 
in order to uncover its signifi cance for Koreans in America. The latter 
section focuses upon the infl uences of Korean American  spirituality  , notably 
American  evangelicalism   and Korean  shamanism  , to understand the founda-
tional and practical pieces of Korean American spirituality. Laying this out 
provides a context to see gender and spirituality at work in interlocking fash-
ion among Korean American Christian men and Korean American churches.  

   THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE  KOREAN AMERICAN CHURCH   

   Early Korean Churches in America 

 Beginning with the fi rst  settlers   to  Hawaii   and later to the west coast, the 
Protestant church has historically served different functions for Korean 
 immigrants   and their American-born  children  . Early settlers, with the help 
of  plantation    owners  , set up the fi rst Korean American church in 1903 
soon after their arrival in the  islands  .  2   The following year, a church in  San 
Francisco   was established and then again, a year later in  Los Angeles  . 

 Korean churches in the Americas were set up swiftly for several reasons. 
First, as many settlers were Christian—one study reports that up to 40 % 
of the initial immigrants came from the same  Incheon   church  3  —many 
of them looked for places to worship liberally. Although Christianity was 
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a burgeoning  religion   in Korea, it was still a minority one with a dif-
ferent social system that competed with indigenous social and religious 
philosophies. Many, therefore, ventured across the Pacifi c with the belief, 
implanted by recruiters, that Hawaii was “heaven” and a place to practice, 
unhindered, this new-found faith. 

 Second, it behooved not only immigrants, but Christian recruiters 
and plantation  owners   to build these institutions. The  recruitment   to the 
islands and sustaining of Korean laborers on the plantations was facilitated 
by Christian ministers closely tied to American plantation  businessmen  . 
As part of the recruitment efforts of Americans, ministers lured persons 
they previously converted to Christianity for labor, which as David K.  Yoo   
argues, demonstrates the inseparability of  religion   from  geopolitical   and 
 economic   interests underpinning the  USA   and its relations with Korea.  4   
The recruitment of Koreans was a convoluted endeavor. Once on the 
island, owners built worship spaces to maintain plantation economy as 
they strategized that erecting worship spaces would discourage Korean 
laborers and their families from moving off the plantations for the cities 
or other higher paying plantations. Owners believed happier, more settled 
Korean Christians were better workers and not as likely to leave.  5   

  Fellowship  , networking, and  cultural reproduction   contribute a third 
explanation as to why early Korean immigrants quickly established 
churches. After six days of tireless labor, Koreans gathered on Sunday to 
share life together. In addition to worship, they ate together, took part in 
English and Korean language classes, and participated in  political   plan-
ning for Korea’s  independence   from  Japan  . As a result of these practices, 
cultural reproduction was available for both the immigrant and emerging 
second generations. Furthermore, it provided the  fi rst generation   the skills 
and networking that helped to ameliorate their transition to America as 
Japan’s  annexation   of Korea left immigrants as  exiles   in liminal space.  6   The 
diffi culty of their transition abroad was complicated by their inability to 
return  home  . Thus the church became a site of  solidarity   and strength for 
Koreans in America. 

 A fourth reason Korean churches arose is because of the role religion 
and politics played. As American  businessmen   and ministers combined 
religion with politics, Koreans comparatively did the same, using churches 
as sites to become politically involved in Korea’s  liberation   from Japan. 
Several church leaders held dual leadership roles within church and politics 
and took advantage of the institution of the church to raise funds to send 
to Korea and to train political leaders for the  independence   movement.  7    
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   Post-1965 Korean American Churches 

 As the discussion moves away from the early  Korean American church   to 
a post-1965 period, it is important to understand the roles the church has 
played according to the historical and social milieu in which it has existed. 
One might say that, while the Korean American church still plays a politi-
cal role, it addresses matters contextually. For instance, as early immigrants 
viewed the church as an independence-gaining institution, there are those 
who view  reunifi cation   between North and South Koreas as a focus need 
of the contemporary church.  8   On the contrary, there are those of the sec-
ond generation who, following the lead of white  evangelicalism  , believe 
the church should exist apolitically.  9   To interpret the roles of the Korean 
American church contextually then is to note that the perceived needs of 
the Korean American community are partially informed by the different 
generations. The internal diversity of Korean Americans prohibits us there-
fore, from making defi nitive claims about the Korean American church. 

 Keeping in mind the caveat to over generalize, contemporary works 
on Korean American Christianity however, provide a few possibilities for 
identifying preliminary themes and patterns. The issues of race, ethnic-
ity, and  discrimination   and the negotiation of these by Korean Americans 
in their religious,  civic  , and social lives is one possible theme.  10   Antony 
 Alumkal   argues that a study of religion through the lens of race yields two 
responses on account of differing denominational and  theological   affi li-
ation in Asian American churches.  11   On the one hand, Asian American 
churches infl uenced by American  evangelicalism   often frame the discus-
sion of race in terms of unity and oneness in Christ. The “ homogeneous 
unit  ” becomes the overriding principle through which to view differences 
such as race and consequently cover over these differences in the name of 
unity.  12   On the other hand, mainline  Asian American churches   are more 
apt to view race and ethnicity as essential to one’s religious identity; each 
is equally vital to the construction of one’s identity and must be seen as 
aspects to be embraced.  13   

 A second theme that appears to emerge consists of the notion surround-
ing ideas of  agency  ,  hybridity  , and creativity.  14   The jazz term “ improvisa-
tion  ” captures this idea best as it demonstrates Korean Americans’ ability 
to maneuver and create using the parts they have despite the changing con-
texts in which they often exist.  15   Korean Americans continue to create and 
act as agents despite family, fi nancial, and bicultural diffi culties that cause 
unstable realities. Sharon  Kim  ’s longitudinal study of twenty-two  second- 
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generation      Korean American churches   offers support for this hypothesis. 
Kim argues that second-generation Korean American churches in the  Los 
Angeles   area are creating “hybrid third spaces” as ways to hold their ethnic 
and  cultural   heritages while not being limited by them.  16   In this hybrid 
third space, Korean Americans negotiate multicultural and multiracial dif-
ferences on account of Christianity and resist either  assimilationist   or  plu-
ralist   theories that suggest they need to be one (Korean  or  American) or 
both (Korean  and  American), but not some emerging formation between 
the two (Korean American). 

 Though this concept of  hybridity   seems to suggest that Korean 
American churches—particularly those of the second generation—are dis-
similar from their earlier counterparts, one can dispute this claim point-
ing to the similarities that exist within contemporary Korean American 
churches as it did in early ones. Pyong Gap  Min   for instance, notes four 
different functions the church holds for the post-1965 immigrant genera-
tion. These are: (1) a provision of social interaction, (2) a maintenance 
of cultural and ethnic traditions, (3) an offering of social services such as 
health care and  citizenship   needs, and (4) a provision of social status and 
position.  17   Won Moo  Hurh   and Kwang Chung  Kim   add that  religious   
participation in Protestant churches becomes a way of life and a means to 
 emotional   well-being, personal comfort, and social belonging.  18   

 Although these two studies give emphasis to the fi rst generation and 
appear irrelevant to Sharon  Kim  ’s second generation churches, several 
studies allow one to conclude that perhaps fi rst and second generation 
Korean American churches are more similar than dissimilar, and not too 
different from the early Korean American church, particularly in light of 
its provision of ethnic  fellowship  , shaping of one’s ethnic identity, and 
safety from  racial discrimination  .  19   Rebecca  Kim  ’s sociological theories of 
why Korean Americans practice Christianity together in  campus minis-
tries  , appears to confi rm this belief.  20   When compared with the functional 
theories of both early Korean American churches and post-1965 immi-
grant churches, the comparisons seem rather analogous. 

 Moreover, one might argue that an analysis of gender and gender  roles   
make fi rst and second generation churches appear even more similar to one 
another. While this argument appears contentious given the egalitarian 
ideologies some second generation Korean Americans and their churches 
adopt, the following studies point to the inconsistency between held 
beliefs and practices. On the one hand, both  second-generation   women 
and men attempt to differentiate from their parents’  Confucian   beliefs 
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and practices regarding gender. They do this as they strive for an increase 
of women’s voice and presence in church  leadership  . For instance, mem-
bers at a second- generation Korean American church in Elaine  Ecklund  ’s 
study desire to break down gender  hierarchies   by giving women more 
opportunities to lead.  21   Second-generation Korean American  evangelicals   
in Rebecca Kim’s study also hold egalitarian gender roles that contrast the 
fi rst generation. This results in women serving more freely in the ministry 
and pursuing occupational careers with less prohibition.  22   The gender  roles   
of the second generation thus appear different from the fi rst generation. 

 On the other hand, an analysis of the various axes of  power  , points to the 
reality that both generations largely leave women out of infl uential leader-
ship and adult teaching roles while relegating them to administrative roles, 
behind-the-scenes work, or teaching children in Sunday School.  23   Women 
do not serve in traditional and authoritatively religious roles such as  pastor  , 
 worship leader  , and  theological   educator whose leadership is often public 
and in the pulpit. Rather women’s leadership often manifests in ministry 
through administrative organizing and planning, or in teaching  children  , 
who are often looked down upon within a  Confucian   social hierarchy.  24   
A second-generation  Korean American woman   sums up this sentiment 
poignantly remarking that in Korean American churches, “Women are 
defi nitely second-class citizens. There are many who don’t think women 
should be in positions of authority…. Even in the second generation, 
there’s segregation between men and women.”  25   One of the men pointed 
out this same observation when he responded to my query if there was 
anything unique to male  spirituality   as opposed to female  spirituality  :

  I mean in essence it’s the same. But I think that when it comes down to the 
man, it’s like, I don’t know, the men are the ones that are always preaching 
the Bible and giving the lessons and the stories. You know, they are the ones 
that are supposed to be setting the example to be godly.  26   

       SECOND-GENERATION KOREAN AMERICAN  SPIRITUALITY   

   A Defi nition of Spirituality 

 Scholars have struggled to come to some consensus of what  spirituality   
means. This may or may not come as a surprise considering that spiri-
tuality is so prolifi c in today’s public discourse. In this study of second- 
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generation Korean American men and their spirituality, I fi nd Sandra 
 Schneider  ’s approach helpful and the one I adopt. She views spirituality as 
a person’s lived experience that consciously seeks life integration through 
self-transcendence toward one’s perception of ultimate value.  27   

 What then is the ultimate value that second-generation Korean 
American Christians confess? Similarly, though not the same, what do 
their actions say about what they hold most dearly? I look to evangelical 
 spirituality   fi rst and then make a turn to particular spiritual expressions 
among Korean Americans to answer these questions.  

   Evangelical Spirituality 

 Evangelical spirituality, in spite of regional and historical nuances, con-
tains common elements that refl ect a theological system. It was born out 
of the English religious movements of the eighteenth and nineteenth 
centuries both as a reaction to the rationalism of the  Enlightenment   era 
and as a call for a religious response to the growing social decay brought 
on by the  industrial revolution  .  28   Several religious movements infl uenced 
evangelical spirituality across both centuries. The seeds of seventeen-cen-
tury  Puritanism   in  England   and later in America, emphasized through 
a  Calvinist   doctrine for instance, spiritual vitality of  depraved   humans, 
an emphasis of being “ born again  ,” and an inner assurance of salva-
tion.  29   Puritanism also introduced several practices common to evangeli-
cal spirituality including “quiet time” morning devotions, prayers before 
meals, and journaling as a means of confession.  30   Pietism’s offering of 
heartfelt religious experience countered Enlightenment intellectualism.  31   
Moreover, the  Moravians  — Count Zinzendorf   and the  Herrnhut com-
munity  —introduced both an ecumenical ethos and moral renewal that 
emphasized the inner work of the Holy Spirit, gathering “ Lutherans  , 
Moravian  Hussites  ,  Calvinists  ,  Catholics  , and sectarian Protestants” for 
confession and prayer.  32   Moravian  spirituality   in turn, played a great part 
in the  Wesley   brothers’ own spirituality. The impression of the Moravian’s 
faith and resilience during a turbulent seafaring trip to  Georgia   paved a way 
for John Wesley’s own religious refl ections and eventually his renowned 
 Aldersgate experience  . The Moravian’s practice of the love feast and use 
of hymnody also made its mark upon the brothers with  Charles   alone 
having composed over 9000 original poems and hymns.  33   Additionally, 
the Wesleys’ emphasis upon the movement in one’s spiritual life toward 
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Christian maturity and perfection as witnessed in personal piety and social 
compassion exhibited  Puritan   and  Pietistic   infl uences. 

 Undoubtedly these movements in  England   affected the  Evangelical 
Awakening   across the Atlantic in North America. Jonathan  Edwards   and 
George  Whitfi eld  , two iconic fi gures of the eighteenth-century Revival, 
contributed uniquely to evangelical  spirituality  . Edwards, seasoned and 
settled as a pastor, stressed the importance of an authenticating work of 
God within the life of the believer.  34   A conservative  Calvinist  , Edward’s 
spirituality “centered in the glory of God” and “tolerated nothing which 
diminished that glory or subtracted from the absolute sovereignty of the 
divine will.”  35   Whitfi eld by contrast, preached passionately and vocifer-
ously to captive audiences and made itinerancy, in the vein of the Wesleys, 
a common practice. While his sermons may have lacked the intellectual 
rigor of Edwards’ addresses, Whitfi eld made up for it in high emotion, 
perhaps too much, as he was often accused of “wild enthusiasm.”  36   
Whitfi eld viewed the Bible as a means of grace that could only be inter-
preted through the help of the Holy Spirit. 

 An original American religion, the  Shakers   drew much of their infl uence 
from the  Quakers   whose theology and practice ran similar to the Puritans 
with one notable exception:  Quakers   had a much higher view of humanity 
than did the  Calvinists  .  37   The Quaker’s favorable anthropology resulted 
in both an inner  spirituality   aimed at personal holiness but also one that 
fl owed outward, manifested through acts of peace and  social justice  . The 
 Shakers   in America came out of the Quaker tradition and placed an empha-
sis upon worship that included “ecstatic dancing” and “mystical union in 
Christ.”  38   This religious tradition had a part in shaping evangelical  spiri-
tuality  , particularly the  Pentecostal   movement of the early 1900s and then 
later charismatic movements of the latter half of the twentieth century. 
The  Azusa Street Revival   underscored the baptism of the Holy Spirit who 
showered followers with gifts of speaking in tongues, of prophecy, of inter-
pretation, and of healing.  39   Though Pentecostalism can be thought of as 
a denomination ( Assemblies of God   in particular), the charismatic move-
ments that emerged out of the 1960s made their mark more as movements 
and less a denomination, having infl uence in a range of religious traditions. 
The two are similar, however, in that they give prominence to outward 
manifestations of the work and gifts of the Holy Spirit. Furthermore, cor-
porate worship is the primary setting for such expressions.  40   

 Given the diversity of religious infl uences in evangelicalism, it appears 
diffi cult to capture the essence of its spirituality. Acknowledging this com-
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plexity, enough commonalities exist, however, to depict an evangelical 
spirituality. David W.  Bebbington   argues for four characteristics that are 
the crux of evangelicalism: (1)   conversionism   , (2)   activism   , (3)   biblicism   , 
and (4)   crucicentrism   .  41   Conversionism is the simple belief that lives need 
changing. This change is the result of knowing both one’s inability to 
change under one’s own power coupled with Christ’s ability and will-
ingness to do so for incapable individuals. Conversionism furthermore, is 
not mere intellectual ascent or confessional practice, but a move toward 
integration of faith into a person’s whole being.  42   Activism broadly speak-
ing is best understood as dynamism, the ability to move and create than 
lay dormant. Specifi cally, activism holds the idea that if one’s life is con-
verted as a result of one’s justifi cation in the work of Christ, then that 
person’s life should convert others toward a similar life change. Biblicism 
views the Bible as the main source of truth and inspiration. It views God’s 
self- revelation and God’s dealings with humanity as expressed in Holy 
Scripture. On account of this conviction, evangelicalism commits to Bible- 
centered theology and spirituality. Crucicentrism holds the atoning work 
of God in the crucifi ed Christ as a fi nal core tenet of evangelical faith. The 
cross not only bespeaks of humanity’s frailty, but also to the rich generos-
ity and willing submission of God on behalf of creation. 

 From these foci, an evangelical spirituality begins to emerge. Ian 
 Randall  ’s suggestion to include worship as an addendum to Bebbington’s 
typology helps here.  43   Randall argues that worship, both individual and 
corporate but more so the latter, places Bebbington’s four tenets in appro-
priate context. It is in light of the worship of God that the four fi nd ulti-
mate purpose. One might argue that this stress upon worship is a spiritual 
reason a rapid explosion of the contemporary praise and worship move-
ment occurred in the latter half of the twentieth century. Darryl  Hart   
identifi es how various  Christian music companies   have played a signifi -
cant role in shaping evangelical spirituality, worship, and theology with an 
emphasis upon personal and intimate language and a music genre akin to 
Western rock.  44   There are those, however, that caution against the shallow 
exterior and overt emotionalism this movement presents.  45   Moreover, one 
might say that a mature relationship with God, regardless of the emotion, 
 is  the ultimate form of worship. 

 If worship in the broad sense (i.e., mature relationship) is the chief end 
of humanity, it takes several forms in evangelical spirituality. First, hym-
nody, as brought to the  Wesley  s by the  Moravians   and then later devel-
oped by the two brothers, is one such form.  46   Individual and corporate 
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singing reminds singers and hearers of the works of God while also open-
ing themselves to the fresh work of the Holy Spirit. Second, if evangelical-
ism is to be Bible-centered, active, and focused on life change, then daily 
devotional reading and prayer are of prime importance for they are disci-
plines that provide opportunities for inspiration.  47   Alister  McGrath   cau-
tions, however, that keeping the disciplines should be not confused with 
a maturing relationship with God.  48   A reversal of these two often leads 
to rote action and eventual spiritual death. Lastly, from the Evangelical 
Revivals, the preaching and the hearing of the word of God as it is steeped 
in the cross, is a twofold practice. First, the preaching of the Good News 
is a challenge commonly taken up as a response to the Romans 10:14 
passage that asks how people will believe if they have not heard and how 
will they have heard if there is no one to preach? Therefore, preaching 
becomes a form of spiritual discipline as it bears the word of God to those 
that desperately need to hear it. Second, the practice of listening is one 
that is marked by making oneself available to God through devotional 
reading, prayers, and hearing the word through preaching. 

 One might offer then that an evangelical  spirituality   is concerned ulti-
mately with a maturing relationship with God as revealed in Jesus Christ 
and experienced through the Holy Spirit’s renewing work in the individ-
ual and community of believers. Evangelical spirituality strives for a trans-
formation of inner character resulting in a difference of outward action, 
from personal piety and devotion to God, to social compassion and grace.  

   Korean American Spirituality 

 Asian American scholars have identifi ed the effects American evangelical-
ism has had on second-generation Korean American  spirituality  .  49   One 
area where this has signifi cance is with identity formation. Identity in 
evangelical spirituality is more theological in nature than ethnic or racial, 
and strives more for a “unity in Christ” than a highlighting of difference. 
Thus it seems that Korean American  evangelicals   are drawn to construct 
their identity in apparently mutually exclusive ways.  50   Identity construc-
tion takes on an “I am a Christian fi rst…Korean American second” form 
but not necessarily both simultaneously.  51   This falls in line with American 
evangelicalism’s stress on a transformation of inner character resulting in 
an identity founded in Christ. 

 Korean American churches in Sharon  Kim  ’s and Victoria Hyonchu 
 Kwon  ’s respective studies, however, contest the notion that for Korean 
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American Christians, identity is exclusive of ethnicity or race.  52   Both simi-
larly argue that because  assimilation   is not a straight-line endeavor for 
Asian immigrants as it was for Whites, ethnic churches offer spaces that 
resist  racial scripting   and marginalization. However for Kim, the eth-
nicity that is engendered does not refl ect a pure  pluralist   model either. 
Many second-generation Korean American churches combine some of 
the  cultural   and ethnic practices of their parents’ generation with aspects 
of Western American culture in their identity formation. Yet to label the 
second generation as bi-cultural is not suffi cient according to Kim, for in 
having the ability to maneuver in two cultures, they create  hybrid   third 
identities that are not fully one and/or the other, but a mixture of the two. 
On account of their practices of meeting together as a second-generation 
Korean American church, Kim contends that their Christian identity is not 
mutually exclusive of their ethnicity. 

 My observations at  Christ Church   seem to confi rm Kim’s hypothesis of 
hybridity. Though the overwhelming majority of attendees and each staff 
member are either second- or one point fi ve-generation Korean American, 
there were many aspects of church life that pointed to an emerging real-
ity from among the Korean philosophies, values, and practices of the fi rst 
generation and the Western, North American ones from the surrounding 
culture in which these Korean Americans have largely grown. For instance, 
I noticed that, while they held—similar to the fi rst generation—full  fellow-
ship   meals following the services, the food choices were not limited to 
Korean items. The food items were rarely Korean and when they were, they 
were catered from Korean stores. Furthermore, many members of Christ 
Church would venture over to the fi rst-generation side regularly and take 
Korean food from their fellowship gathering while the fi rst- generation 
members’  children   would frequently come to Christ Church’s fellowship 
to eat pizza, Mediterranean food, hot dogs, and other non- Korean foods. 
Conversation and preaching language was mostly English, though one 
could hear Korean spoken between members on occasion. If the pastor 
used a Korean term or some cultural understanding, he would be quick to 
explain in English what that meant for the non-Korean- speaking attend-
ees. The children’s ministry in regards to language was a little different 
on account of the children coming from both dominant Korean- speaking 
and English-speaking families. The bilingual pastors and teachers spoke to 
the children in both languages, mainly using English to teach that day’s 
content and Korean to teach behavior (e.g., “put your hands together for 
prayer”). 
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 In my interviews, I found that while many of the men dealt with identity 
issues, they did not explicitly communicate that their search for identity 
is largely predicated upon race or ethnicity. Several pointed out that com-
ing to a   Korean American  church   was due to feeling more comfortable, 
having friends that were Korean who also attended the church, or referred 
to the uncomplicated reality of having others understand one’s culture 
and not needing to explain it. Brian was an exception. He did offer that 
although he really enjoyed and admired the ministries of a “ multiracial  ” 
church close to his work—“I felt like they did so much of a better job than 
most Korean churches”—he shared that it would be a diffi cult transition 
to attend that church because he didn’t want to be a “ token Asian  ” and 
seen as “Panda Express.”  53   For Brian, race serves as a point of refl ection 
in his spirituality and identity formation and a signifi cant reason why he 
continues to attend a Korean American church. On the other end of the 
spectrum, Eric came to  Christ Church   because he felt called to it. Having 
previously come from a multiracial church, race was a non-issue for him 
and perhaps an early detriment. He admits, however, that race is slowly 
becoming a factor as he moves along in his identity formation:

  Certainly the Korean American nature of this church is something that I 
think about and wrestle with here and there. I think in a way it’s restor-
ative because as much as my  father   had  racism   against other races, probably 
the most poignant racially-based sentiment that I noticed in him was self- 
loathing of his Korean identity.  54   

   Though the majority of the rest of the men did not explicitly raise the 
signifi cance of race at Christ Church, several men shared that in their 
late high school and college years, they began to befriend other Korean 
Americans, which led them to a larger network of Korean friendships 
and eventual attendance in Korean American churches. Since a number 
of men moved from Koreatown to predominantly white suburbs, their 
friendships were largely non-Korean until their later years in high school 
or when they went off to college. What I fi nd interesting is that for the 
men in their twenties who did not see race as a considerable limiting 
social factor, as many evidenced by pointing out their multiracial circle of 
childhood friends, they too attended Korean American churches such as 
Christ Church, long after their high school years. Therefore, regardless 
of their explicit reasoning of race and identity, it is a noteworthy part of 
these men’s lives. 
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 A second way Korean American  spirituality   refl ects American evangelical 
 spirituality   is through corporate worship. Entering into second-generation 
Korean American churches, one quickly notices the use of contemporary 
praise songs, overhead projectors, full bands, and other technological 
equipment. This was no different at Christ Church as I observed a full 
band most every week with up to four guitarists on occasional weeks. The 
atmosphere contains a range of styles from a rock concert to earlier forms 
of praise and worship such as Maranatha, Vineyard, and Hosanna Integrity 
(1980s and 1990s) to more current movements such as Hillsong, Worship 
Together, and Bethel music.  55   The majority of the songs I noted Christ 
Church singing came from these major worship publishers; hymns were 
played sporadically. 

 Remove the aspect of race from these churches and it becomes nearly 
impossible to distinguish between Korean American contemporary praise 
and worship and the Western worship industry from which they mimic 
their music. One might say that the only aspect that  is  Korean American 
in Korean American worship is the performance of such music  by  Korean 
Americans. A second-generation Korean American woman who attended 
the  Urbana   2003 conference shared with me an incident that occurred in 
worship. Aiming to exhibit the cultural diversity represented at Urbana, 
the worship band with a  Black   American leader played songs one night 
with an  urban   groove to represent African American worship. The next 
night a person of  Hispanic   descent led songs played with a Latin beat 
while singing in  Spanish   to represent Hispanic worship. When the night 
came to present  Asian American   worship, an Asian (Chinese) American 
man led worship on his guitar with the band singing contemporary praise 
songs in a rock-grunge rhythmic beat reminiscent of current Hillsong, 
Worship Together, and Bethel melodies.  56   Apparently, what made the 
worship Asian American was that it was led by an Asian American.  57   

 A third characteristic of the current evangelical praise and worship cul-
ture noticeable in Korean American spirituality is an emphasis upon bodily 
expression. This includes the raising of hands, closing of eyes, clapping, 
shouting, dancing, and kneeling. This can be traced in North America to 
the rise of  Pentecostalism   and the charismatic “ Latter Reign  ” and third 
wave movements of the fi rst and last halves of the twentieth century respec-
tively.  58   As mentioned above, it also fi nd its roots in the English Revivals 
that turned toward a more heartfelt and emotional expression of religion. 

 As I attended various worship services (i.e., Sunday morning worship, 
Ash Wednesday, Holy Week early morning worship, joint Easter morn-
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ing worship with other Korean American churches) at  Christ Church  , I 
observed many of these existing forms. The worship leader would often 
encourage people to raise their hands or focus upon being in the “pres-
ence of God alone.” The congregation clapped loudly and in unison to 
most of the upbeat songs, singing vociferously and energetically. At the 
end of some songs, I could even hear whistling like one might hear after a 
spectacular play at a sporting event. Times of spontaneous and corporate 
prayer were also a part of the free-fl owing and organic dynamic the wor-
ship leaders seemed to want. When I attended the early morning prayer 
meetings during Holy Week, one aspect that appears to have carried over 
from the fi rst generation is the out-loud, unison prayer for which Koreans 
are well-known. Brian points out, however, that he wishes the second 
generation would be as fervent in their prayers as the fi rst generation. 
“One thing I respect about my parents’ generation is the morning prayer 
and how they just pray fervently for the church…. I feel like it’s been 
forgotten.”  59   

 Several of the men shared that they had experienced charismatic  spiritu-
ality   in worship services and particularly at church retreats when they were 
younger. Most of these men looked favorably on these experiences though 
there were a few that qualifi ed them with a bit of skepticism. Chris’ hard 
and drug-fi lled lifestyle in high school changed on account of a charismatic 
retreat his parents required him to attend. He recounted how the speaker, 
who “was amazing” eventually had a time of prayer for people where 
“people were falling backward.” Chris shares that when the pastor prayed 
for him, he blacked out and fell backwards. People told him later that he 
was screaming though he doesn’t remember any of it.  60   While Chris is 
grateful for how this experience changed his life, he is also a bit cautious 
when churches get too charismatic in worship, particularly with the public 
display of speaking in tongues. He reasons that if the Holy Spirit gives the 
gift of tongues (he believes in all of the gifts of the Holy Spirit) for the 
edifi cation of the whole body and for the glory of God, then an interpreter 
needs to be present in public worship to make the prayers known. Chris 
is quick to add that he doesn’t “see that happening at church” as most 
simply pray without interpretation. There is further reason for Chris’ skep-
ticism and that is on account of the spiritually, charismatic, youth pastor 
he had in high school. The pastor was leaving his position on staff at the 
church to go to another church but before he left, he told a group of core 
student leaders to go with him invoking the name of God in the process 
(“God told me that we would do ministry together”) to persuade many to 
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join. Chris and his best friend would be turned off by the ensuing division 
in this church and eventually left the Church altogether for a few years; his 
friend never recovered and rarely steps into a church.  61   

 Ken offers that he grew up also with very charismatic experiences having 
witnessed several exorcisms. He shares that he desires the gift of tongues 
and even has had many pastors who have said to him, “Hey, I have a 100 % 
batting average [of people receiving the gift of tongues when they pray for 
them]. Let me pray for you,” only to be discouraged when nothing hap-
pened.  62   He feels pressure to receive tongues reasoning that because it is a 
gift and everyone else is receiving it, why is he not also partaking of it? He 
confi des that it is diffi cult sometimes not to hold a  quid-pro-quo  theology 
as he believes that his lack of speaking in tongues is some kind of divine 
punishment for his struggle with pornography. 

 It would be a stretch, however, to characterize  Christ Church  ’s col-
lective spirituality solely through a charismatic lens. It does not prac-
tice the speaking in tongues or other charismatic gifts collectively, 
although there are individuals who I heard uttering prayers throughout 
the worship services. One could perhaps say that the denominational 
affi liation of the church and the theological background of the senior 
pastor tend to aim for a balanced approach for Christ Church’s spiritual 
expressions. 

 A fourth parallel to American  evangelicalism   is an emphasis upon right 
doctrine that arises largely out of Bible centeredness. For many second- 
generation Korean American Christians, being “biblical”—a phrase I 
often heard in my ethnographic observations and several of the inter-
views—includes a form of biblical literalism that results in right action 
(e.g., the “What Would Jesus Do?” phenomenon).  63   One might say that 
a desire to better understand the Bible leads one to commit to practices 
of corporate Bible study and personal devotion including the reading of 
scripture and prayer. Peter shared that a spiritually mature person is some-
body “who is in the Word and you know when they speak, it’s backed up 
with the Word.”  64   Furthermore, practicing personal devotion, Bible read-
ing, and prayer on a regular basis should lead to improved moral action. 
Jimmy explains that “self morals” is how he defi nes spirituality as he learns 
to discern what is right from wrong.  65   Korean American spirituality also 
includes the act of preaching and listening. The congregation’s ability to 
know the Bible and God’s intentions for them lies both in the pastor’s 
responsibility to teach and preach biblically and the hearer’s response to 
listen and obey that message. John sums up well the sentiment of others, 
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offering that the word “obedience” comes to mind when he thinks of 
Christian spirituality.  66   

 A fi fth feature is the need to be ‘ born again  ’ and to accept Christ as 
personal savior.  67    Evangelicalism  ’s stress of the cross and the atoning work 
of Christ is the impetus of this characteristic. For some evangelicals, being 
born again is confession and acceptance of God’s atoning work (justifi ca-
tion). A couple of men in their interviews for instance, identifi ed a concern 
about their  father  s’ salvation noting that they were unsure where their 
fathers stood in terms of faith matters. For others, being born again is an 
issue of inner personal transformation and the work that happens after 
confession and justifi cation (sanctifi cation). Being born again for many 
Korean Americans, is the process that occurs in one’s pursuit of personal 
holiness (piety) and religious authenticity of one’s personal relationship 
with God.  68   When I asked the men to share how they view spirituality, 
most pointed to personal and character transformation toward Christ- 
likeness. Spirituality has to do with integrating one’s inner life with their 
outward actions, bringing consistency to the two in all aspects of their 
lives. Jesus for many was the prime exemplar of this. 

 Finally a sixth quality of Korean American  spirituality   that refl ects 
evangelical  spirituality   is its activism or outreach, traditionally known as 
evangelism. As a religion committed to the transforming work of God, 
it also believes that it should share this news through proselytization and 
other practices such as acts of compassion, social justice, and prayer for 
those that have not accepted Christ as savior. At  Christ Church  , one of the 
months was dedicated solely to the local and global outreach ministries. 
In each of the worship services, time was given to pray corporately for 
a specifi c “unreached” people group. Overhead slides were made from 
week to week that gave demographic data concerning each group. Two 
leaders came up to present the material and then led the congregation 
in prayer for each group, particularly focusing upon their salvation. One 
of the men I interviewed started a Bible group at his work though he 
admitted that there were explicit guidelines against creating such a group 
and that he and his boss (who supported him) could suffer backlash from 
other employees. 

 Several of the men spoke about spirituality, however, not in terms of 
 evangelism  , but outreach and community. For them, living out one’s 
Christian faith was a matter of living it with others in community with 
the ultimate goal of being outward oriented instead of self-oriented. 
That is, Christian spirituality is a matter of living in service to others and 
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not only for the development of one’s personal relationship with God. 
Interestingly, with the exception of a few years following the  Los Angeles   
city upheaval in 1992 when churches were some of the most heavily 
involved institutions in community relations, second-generation Korean 
American churches generally have not extended this activist and outward- 
reaching spirit into the political and civic arenas as one might expect given 
the surge of involvement of evangelicals in US politics during the late 
twentieth century.  69    

   Shamanistic Infl uences 

 Although it appears that aspects of Korean American  spirituality   fi nd their 
beginnings in American evangelicalism, it would be remiss to think that it 
does not have roots in Korean  spirituality  . For instance, corporate prayer 
in loud unison (  tongsung kido   ) may fi nd its lineage in the English Revivals, 
 Pentecostalism  , and the charismatic movements,  70   but some contend 
that these expressions of Christian worship are more readily accepted by 
Koreans because of the infl uence that Korean folk religions (particularly 
 shamanism  ) have on their worldviews and practices.  71   

 Shamanism stresses harmony in interpersonal relations and a kinship 
with one’s ancestors. Evil is introduced by those who act out of selfi sh 
ambition at the expense of the group; thus shamanism instills an ethos of 
conformity.  72   An individual isolated from others, therefore, is considered 
a pitiful person thus making ostracism an effective punishment. A show 
of unselfi sh emotion is also welcomed as it signifi es a “strong human-
ity” and helps to control society on account of the potential negative 
emotion directed toward the one who causes pain for others.  73   Emotion 
is a governor that deters selfi sh displays of emotion, as the one who 
exhibits self-interested emotion is now subject to the negative emotional 
response of others which augments isolation. Shamanism also adheres 
to the belief that an authoritative and charismatic fi gure, who keeps the 
collective in mind, stabilizes chaos.  74   Those who then visit shamans go 
expecting charismatic demonstrations of emotion through vivid song, 
dance, and loud shouts.  75   

 Parallels with shamanism expedited Protestant Christianity’s acceptance 
and infl uence in Korea. There are several reasons why this expediency 
occurred.  76   First, Protestant missionaries used daily vernacular to relate 
their message, unlike the Catholics who used Latin and the  Confucians   
who used classical Chinese. Second, the worship of Protestants was highly 
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participatory as attendees sung hymns mightily in corporate worship. 
Whereas visitations to shamans ended in performance viewing, Protestant 
worship services actively involved people. Third, the familial language 
(e.g., “child of God” “ Father  ”) ensconced in Protestant Christianity rang 
of collectivism and concerns for the family. Fourth, the worship of reviv-
als organized by the Protestants simulated best the emotional fervor of 
shamanistic rituals. Finally, Koreans ironically received a gospel message 
aimed at dealing with  individual  sin because it philosophically addressed 
the problem of human failing in a way that had not been made to that 
point. Protestants did not leave Koreans to ponder their shortcomings as 
in a shamanistic worldview. Rather, Protestants presented a doctrine of sin 
with a message of atonement and culminated this conversion with exuber-
ant worship and passages of scripture that assured them of the change that 
could be had within new believers.  77   

 Unsurprisingly, Korean Christians are infl uenced by three aspects: (1) 
a shamanistic worldview, (2) high emotionalism, and (3) the fi rmness 
of biblical orthodoxy, continue to be readily drawn to the ecstatic and 
biblically based forms of evangelical spirituality. Given the chaotic reality of 
many Korean Americans due to  immigration   stress on the family,  racial   and 
ethnic discrimination, and other anxieties, a system such as evangelicalism 
with its concrete spirituality is attractive. This parallels Pentecostalism’s 
nascence among the racially poor and its continued pull among oppressed 
people groups particularly from the global south. While the charismatic 
movements of the 1960s and 1970s appealed to racial and class con-
stituents different from early Pentecostalism, these movements appealed 
in part, to those who came out of hippie and drug cultures looking for 
stability.  78    

   Korean American and Evangelical Spirituality: 
How Alike Are They? 

 Sharon  Kim  ’s recent study contests the idea that Korean American spiri-
tuality, particularly its forms of corporate worship, is monolithic.  79   Not all 
churches desire polished bands or strive for high emotionalism in worship. 
Moreover, one might contend that while Korean American spirituality is 
largely the byproduct of American evangelicalism, they are dissimilar in 
several ways due to the infl uences of Korean culture. Soong-Chan  Rah   
challenges the Western evangelical church (particularly the white church) 
to look to non-Western churches, such as the Korean American congre-
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gation, to free itself from the individualistic, materialistic, and racist ide-
ologies and practices it engenders.  80   Collectivity and hospitality are two 
signifi cant elements that differentiate Korean American spirituality from 
its evangelical counterpart. A collective mindset brings people to con-
sider others in decision-making processes and encourages persons to keep 
harmony in interpersonal relations. It moves persons away from a self- 
centered approach to religion and faith toward a consideration of others. 
Therefore, Rah criticizes contemporary praise and worship that contains 
an abundance of “I” language and an emphasis upon  personal  salvation to 
the detriment of the collective. Collectivity calls for attentiveness to sys-
tems and structures in addition to the awareness of others. Furthermore, 
hospitality and generosity run counter to the materialism and self-satiation 
apparent in American evangelicalism as they build many of their churches 
based upon  business   principles and capitalist ideals. 

 While I see the value of Rah’s challenge of Western evangelicalism 
to look to the modeling of Korean American spirituality and practice, 
I argue that  second-generation   Korean American spirituality has mim-
icked so much of American  evangelicalism  —particularly in worship—that 
Rah’s summons to change is as appropriate for second-generation Korean 
American evangelicals as it is for (white) Western evangelicals. If worship 
songs are shaping of one’s theology and spiritual habits, the songs chosen 
by Korean American worship leaders and pastors are no different than 
the ones that help to shape the churches Rah critiques. Korean American 
theological and doctrinal foci and worship practices compare similarly 
with American evangelicalism.  

    Gender   in American Evangelicalism 

 It appears that with issues of gender, Korean American theology and spiri-
tuality are similar to American evangelicalism, conservative Protestantism, 
and in some instances, to fundamentalism. John  Bartkowski   historically 
traces and organizes American evangelicalism’s stance on gender into 
four distinct periods: pre-American Revolution, from Revolution to the 
late 1800s, from 1875 to 1930, and from 1930 to the present.  81   On 
account of the  New England Baptists  ’ infl uence upon the development 
of American evangelicalism, the strains of egalitarianism could be found 
among Evangelicals of that period. The Baptists’ stress upon individual 
religion and the roles women played in sustaining the revivals were two 
factors that produced this inclination. An emphasis upon individual and 
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heartfelt religion provided women the opportunity to become involved in 
preaching and organizational governance at revivals and church meetings. 
This weakened any centralized  Puritan   and  Anglican   authority that under-
scored the sovereignty of God over/against self-will. Furthermore, the 
role of women during this period began to overturn Puritan views based 
upon distinct sex roles. 

 During the  American Revolution  , however, the  Baptists   altered their 
views of the sexes on account of having to rethink their outward-facing 
approach to non-believers amidst a growing religious market. Whereas 
the previous approach was to focus upon “winning individual souls,” 
the Baptists now began to make the family, to the detriment of women, 
the center of church  leadership  .  82   This ideological shift is best summed 
up as the phenomenon of “ familism  ”—the idea that the man is to lead 
the family.  83   Furthermore, evangelical ideals that began to converge with 
Victorian principles specifi cally about the headship of the  father   in the 
family home further weakened  egalitarianism  . 

 However, the development of corporate  industrialism   from the late 
1800s to the early 1900s began to pull men—and their infl uence upon the 
family—away from the home and into the public sphere. This shift came in 
conjunction with the fi rst wave of feminism and a move of women to be 
less dependent upon men. The growth of fundamentalism was, therefore, 
the conservative evangelical response to the decline of the Victorian  father   
and a reinforcement of gender  roles   based upon a combination of  biologi-
cal sex   and  biblical inerrancy  . The idea that the Bible contains universal, 
self-evident truths regardless of the particular context and irrespective of 
hermeneutical complexities, allowed fundamentalists to take passages (e.g., 
a wife’s submission to her husband, the disallowance of women to teach a 
man) to reinforce men’s and women’s roles. A fi rst-wave fundamentalist 
captures well the critique of women who began to take up larger social roles:

  In man, the Scriptures emphasize the active virtues…. In women, they 
emphasize the passive virtues…. When this difference is lost and man 
becomes womanish, or woman becomes mannish, then the proper balance 
is lost, and harmony gives way to discord.  84   

   Mark  Muesse  ’s essay on religious  machismo   correspondingly argues that 
on account of three factors (the fi rst wave of the women’s movement, 
the unyielding ethos of fundamentalism, and an understanding of mascu-
linity defi ned by the secular) fundamentalists espoused a  hypermasculine   
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 theology in order to disprove any masculine defi ciencies, which they either 
feared within themselves or anticipated would be cast on them by secular 
society.  85   The result ironically was to present a theological construct that 
rivaled secular visions of masculinity—a theology based upon reason, little 
or no emotion, highly controlled, and unquestionably ordered. 

 Following  World War II   and particularly after the progressive move-
ments of the 1960s and 1970s, conservative Protestants, including many 
Evangelicals, continued the discourse on gender differentiation. A shift, 
however, occurred with this latest movement for as earlier fundamental-
ists relied on selected Biblical passages to defend a wife’s submission and 
inherent womanly traits, later conservatives and fundamentalists drew 
from an argument based largely upon chronology.  86   Since Adam was cre-
ated before Eve and since Eve drew Adam to sin, a woman’s role is to 
be second to that of the man. Later conservatives, however, would make 
the distinction that this does not suggest any inequality, but rather a 
demarcation of the spheres of domain. Furthermore, the logic was but-
tressed by a view of  essentialism  —that males and females hold specifi c 
characteristics due to their biological sex. 

 Though research has shown this characterization of gender by 
Evangelicals as generally accurate, there are those who argue that there has 
existed and continues to exist alternative evangelical voices who contest 
these views.  87   While this is a minority view within  Evangelicalism  , it would 
be remiss to typify the discourse on gender and Evangelicals in the manner 
depicted above without noting a few of the nuances. 

 First, many contemporary conservative Protestants (including 
Evangelicals) are more apt to spend time with their families and be invested 
in their  children   than are their mainline Protestant counterparts. This is 
due to the upsurge of literature and rhetoric that has come from elite 
conservative Protestants (e.g., James  Dobson  , Tim and Beverly  LaHaye  ) 
who push for a new kind of male leadership—that of servant leadership.  88   
Here, the  father  /male is challenged to take up his God-ordained position 
to lead, but to do so in a servant-style approach as Jesus did. As a result, 
more conservative Protestant fathers invest in the family on account of 
their answering the call to lead. At the same time that an increase of the 
father’s involvement in their children is noteworthy, Wilcox also com-
ments that there is much less involvement in the division of household 
labor for evangelical men than in their mainline Protestant counterparts, 
giving credence to the thought that evangelical theology drives the roles 
and practices of men and women. 
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 A second nuance on  gender   discourse among Evangelicals is that there 
are some who are less inclined to adhere to a   radical essentialism    con-
cerning men’s and women’s sex and gender differences. While radical 
essentialists hold to immutable sex differences,   moderate essentialists    con-
tend that men and women, although having certain innate attributes, can 
incorporate characteristics of the other sex.  89   It takes hard work and much 
patience, but a man, for instance, can learn to be sensitive. 

 Finally, there are those who do not take a gender  difference   approach, 
but rather view gender equally in the sense that both men and women 
have the capacity to take on a spectrum of characteristics, including 
strength, passivity, sensitivity, aggression, leadership, and followership. 
Scripture is to be read holistically and thematically and not selectively. 
The main “goal” of being is not gendered in a traditional sense, but 
the result of taking on the fruit of the Spirit as found in the letter to the 
Galatians.  

    Gender in Korean American  Spirituality   

 Gender as it is experienced in Korean American churches and their spir-
ituality is a subject that has been taken up by only a few (read: Asian 
American women).  90   Moreover, while there have been a handful of works 
on gender by Korean American women, there remains a noticeable lacuna 
of the subject by Korean and Asian American men and Korean American 
Evangelicals. The rare exceptions are Antony  Alumkal  ’s study on gen-
der in a Korean American church, Andrew Sung  Park  ’s refl ections on the 
  han    women bear because of sexism, Young Lee  Hertig   and Chloe  Sun  ’s 
edited volume of Asian American evangelical women’s reframing of vari-
ous Biblical characters, and Soyoung  Park  ’s study of identity formation 
among Korean American evangelical women.  91   

 When gender is addressed in Korean American religious works, particu-
larly in the fi eld of sociology, it offers a glimpse into the gender ideologies 
of Korean Americans. These views are usually based upon two notable 
factors: traditional gender views within the conservative wing of American 
Christianity (i.e., American evangelicalism, conservative Protestantism, and 
fundamentalism) and Korean  Confucianism  . Confucianism emphasizes 
the hierarchical ordering of fi ve relationships including  father  -son, hus-
band-wife, elder brother-younger brother, old-young, and  ruler- ruled.  92   
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As people and society confi gure their interpersonal relations in hierarchical 
ordering, harmony ensues and society functions more fi ttingly. 

 Although second-generation Korean Americans appear to be assimi-
lated and acculturated to Western values including egalitarianism, on 
account of evangelical theology, second-generation Korean Americans 
continue to hold to traditional gender  roles   reasoning that keeping strict 
gender roles is biblical.  93   In her study of Korean Christian fellowships 
on college campuses in the northeastern USA, Park fi nds that although 
Korean American women enjoy a measure of equality in organizational 
leadership (Park reasons it’s because the ministries are student-run), it 
is not a full equality as the preachers, guest speakers, and worship lead-
ers during her research were all males, even while there was a female 
staff worker present at one of the campus ministries.  94   In an informal 
conversation with two males, as Park adjusted the males’ use of the term 
“King” to “Queen” as a descriptor for the gender of God, the men 
retorted, “Don’t even go there” as a way to squelch any heretical view-
points.  95   These practices were also found in Rebecca  Kim  ’s study of vari-
ous campus ministries at a large West Coast university. Although there 
were female speakers in each of the other campus ministry groups, only 
in the Korean American campus ministries were female speakers absent.  96   
Kim speculates that this phenomenon might be due to the fact that the 
Korean American campus ministries are student run and have no paid 
staff (who are women) to give the messages. Additionally, as they turn to 
local church  pastors   to come in and give the message, there are relatively 
few evangelically trained women pastors who could give the message. 
While this might be true, the allegedly smaller numbers of evangelically 
trained women might be due to the theological interpretations that pre-
vent them from entering theological education in the fi rst place. 

 While I did not ask questions specifi cally in the interviews about evan-
gelical identity formation, it became clear that the Bible was a central 
force in shaping who these men are becoming, particularly in their under-
standing of masculinity and  manhood  . When I asked the men how they 
thought their roles play out in their (potential) families and marriages, 
several of the men pointed to the belief that the man should be the head 
of the household. As I pressed further how this looks like as it manifests 
in the  home  , the most common answer was  spiritual headship  , which has 
to do with making sure that the family is on a good and healthy spiritual 
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path. The exchange between Isaiah and me illustrates this as we turned to 
marriage in our conversation:

      Mark     What would you want [your marriage] to look like in terms of how 
you and your spouse interact, function, and [carry out] your roles? 

     Isaiah     I’m actually more worried about the spiritual roles of the house-
hold [than the other roles] because I know from the Bible that 
I should be the spiritual head of the household, the immediate 
household right?…I’m more worried about being a spiritual leader 
in my household. 

     Mark     What does spiritual leadership look like to you? 

     Isaiah     For me it’s more setting an example in terms of just like, not 
just attending church but even through prayer and even through 
seeking…. 

     Mark     And that responsibility for spiritual leadership in your marriage is 
largely upon you [and] not necessarily your wife or both? 

     Isaiah     No I think it’s a shared responsibility. You know in the Bible when it 
says that the man is supposed to be the spiritual head of the house-
hold, I don’t think of it as a ninety-ten split or a hundred-zero split. 
When I think of it, I think of it as a sixty-forty split. You know, like 
maybe you have the edge because you’re given that crux of that 
responsibility. So you’re given a little bit more because ultimately 
that’s what God wanted your role to be for your household.  97   

       What I fi nd interesting in Isaiah’s response is that while he believes men 
and women should partner in their spiritual responsibilities within the family, 
there is still a God-ordained position of higher responsibility. This is a com-
mon theme for those who believe in male headship. After sharing this idea a 
few times in the fi rst half of his interview, I asked Abe to say more about it.

      Mark     Can you say more about what it looks like for you in terms of a 
man being the head of the household? 

     Abe     You’re the head of the household but you kind of…you’re the 
head because your wife kind of lets you be the head as well as you 
allowing her to be part of the head. You know because she helps 
run the family. She may be in rank, where everyone is looking at 
you, she’s right below you. You know but you guys are co-…. You 
guys are partners really. So you’re the head but you’re kind of like 
a fi gurehead almost in certain ways because you have to work as 
a team with your wife and stuff like that…. But the head of the 
household I still think should lead the house at home too.  98   
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       John explained his thoughts on this type of leadership in terms of 
servanthood:

  It’s a leading where the wife is willing to follow because she sees the heart 
of the husband. So there’s no coercion or no sense of domination but there 
is like a true personhood acceptance for both people. The man and the wife 
become more fully who they should be because of that. So my theory is that 
in any household the woman has the option of being completely dominant 
in the household. And if the wife isn’t happy, she can ruin it for everybody. 
But then it’s like her role to submit and it’s the guy’s role to take that leader-
ship so that they can become more fully who God has them to be.  99   

   This thinking in the men is reminiscent of leading evangelicals who 
hold to a   complementarian    view of household relationships. While men 
and women are equal in value, they are given different biblically mandated 
roles, the most notable one stating that the man should lead. It is impor-
tant to point out that it is not only the men who espouse this belief, but 
women who also advocate this ideology. Brian, responding to my question 
of what a man leading in marriage looks like, raised an indelible memory:

  One thing that also sticks out with me is that the head Hillsong pastor and 
his wife, who also has a female conference, she had said something that still 
sticks out with me. She pretty much called out all of the men saying…that 
if you want your wife to support you and be by your side, then stand up as 
leaders so that they can support you and if you’re not going to be a leader, 
then it causes so many problems.  100   

   Interestingly, the men who hold to this view are single and never mar-
ried, though not all single men who have never married hold this view. 
There were a few that held to an   egalitarian    view of marriage where 
household roles are negotiated in mutual ways between husband and 
wife. Furthermore, I found that the basis for their  gender role   ideol-
ogy comes largely from spiritual and biblical understandings and not 
simply from  cultural   tradition as several men alluded to the latter rea-
soning and observation in many fi rst-generation marriages. I noticed 
that Christian spirituality based largely upon one’s interpretation of the 
Bible is a major force in determining the men’s understanding of male 
 spirituality  . 

 It would be remiss, however, to overstate that spirituality only infl u-
enced men toward complementarian gender ideology. Spirituality (in 
addition to simply being married) was one of the reasons why two of the 
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married men changed their stance on women in leadership and ordina-
tion. On account of their theological training and having been exposed to 
women and their call to ministry, these two men changed their views in 
favor of a woman’s spiritual authority and leadership. Ryan, for instance, 
changed when he felt that seminary women could articulate their call to 
ordination and ministry better than he or other men he knew could:

  I was like, how can I tell this [woman] that you cannot be a pastor and [that] 
the journey that you went through and your calling is invalid? Who’s to say 
that my own journey and calling is valid because I’m a man? So from that 
point on I started to question a lot of things that I was taught and also the 
traditional defi nitions of what roles men and women play.  101   

   Another man reasoned that he and his wife slowly evolved to a more egali-
tarian household on account of their spiritual growth. 

  Christ Church  ’s position on women in leadership appears different 
from the more conservative stances of other Korean American churches 
and Christians. Several conversations I had with Korean American women 
at Christ Church revealed how some outside of Christ Church viewed it 
as liberal and “ unbiblical  .” Susan for instance, shared that when friends of 
hers (a heterosexual couple) had visited the church and saw a woman lead-
ing worship on the guitar, they shared with Susan afterwards in a sincere 
way their concern that she was attending a church that was “unbiblical.”  102   
According to Susan, it was the female friend who was the more vociferous 
of the two. As Susan told me this story, she asked me if I had any plans to 
interview or observe other churches for she believed that Christ Church 
was on the extremely progressive end of Korean American churches in 
terms of gender ideology and women in spiritual leadership. An early wor-
ship gathering of second-generation Korean American churches for Easter 
sunrise service seems to validate the idea that Korean American churches 
are generally conservative concerning gender and spiritual leadership. As I 
attended this service, I noticed that among all of the public leaders, there 
was only one female present. She served as the back-up vocalist to the 
male worship leader on the praise team. The pastors involved in the wor-
ship were all males. Women were most visible during the hour following 
the service, having cooked and served the fellowship meal to those who 
came.  103   

 In some ways,  Christ Church   is noticeably different than this portrait 
of Korean American churches. There is one part-time female pastor on 
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staff who is not a children or youth pastor but a pastor to the adult com-
munity.  104   When serving publically in worship, she led the call to worship, 
gave announcements, and helped to administer communion with other 
pastoral staff. She has preached on occasion to the adult congregation, 
taking turns approximately once a quarter with the other associate male 
pastors. There has been one female worship leader at the church who has 
since left. Women helped to serve as ushers and in other areas of church 
leadership. The food preparation was not relegated to women exclusively. 
Men and women as singles, couples, and family groups shared in the prep-
aration of food for the whole fellowship. Moreover, the leader of the food 
ministry is a male. 

 Though staffi ng and public roles appear to be more egalitarian at Christ 
Church than at other Korean American churches, the language used for 
God in worship refl ects more masculine images. The fi rst sermon I heard 
was on the topic of the Lord’s Prayer highlighting that while many equate 
the “Our  Father  ” in similar fashion to our earthly fathers, it is erroneous 
thinking for the imperfect actions of earthly fathers do not refl ect the 
actions and concern of the heavenly “ Father  .”  105   Though the pastor never 
made an explicit correlation of God as male, and the sermon point was 
to refrain from equating the perfect qualities of the heavenly Father with 
our limited earthly fathers (and not a commentary on the sex of God) 
curiosity remains with regards to the constant use of masculine pronouns 
to speak of God.  106   The worship leaders continually referred to God in 
their communication as “Father” “Abba” “Our heavenly Father,” used 
the gender exclusive pronoun “he” or “him,” sang songs with titles or 
phrases such as “Father of Lights” “Humble King” “Let Us Adore Him,” 
and often encouraged the congregation to imagine themselves with “you 
and him alone right now” as a way to encourage intimacy between God 
and oneself. This exclusive vernacular reinforces the current sociocultural 
structure in which Korean American men live and the  patriarchal   privilege 
that is consistently engendered to the detriment of women, girls, men, 
and boys. One could argue that the highly patriarchal images and ideology 
found in our churches and spirituality contribute in part to any misogyny 
and degrading of women among Korean American men in society. 

 While this gender-exclusive language was common during my time at 
Christ Church, I bring to light two instances that suggest the potentiality 
and growth of Christ Church with this issue. During one worship service, 
the pastor performed a double baptism fi rst with a mother and then her 
child.  107   Prior to the sprinkling of the water upon the mother’s head, the 
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pastor read as part of the liturgy a passage that imaged the water as the 
“womb of new birth.”  108   This was the fi rst time I had heard any feminine 
imagery used in worship at Christ Church, particularly as it referred to the 
work of God. A second instance occurred when the pastor preached on 
women and men in ministry and the call for the priesthood of  all  believ-
ers. Following the service, there was a question and answer period where 
two seminary-trained women who are each on respective ordination tracks, 
fi elded questions and shared their personal struggles and experiences con-
cerning Asian American women in ministry in Asian American churches.  109   
This was the fi rst time I had experienced any Asian American pastor address-
ing the issue of women spiritual leadership through the pulpit during wor-
ship. Interestingly, one of the questions fi elded by the two women was 
given by another woman asking how they see themselves in their families 
in relation to the “Biblical” mandate for men to be the heads of the house-
hold. According to a later conversation I had with one of the panelists, the 
woman who asked the question was operating out of the assumption that 
all families understand or should understand the “head of the household” 
passage in a  complementarian   manner where the man is the spiritual leader.   

   CONCLUSION 
 Though Sharon  Kim   is correct to point out that  hybridity   accurately 
demarcates second-generation Korean American spirituality from either 
American  evangelicalism   or fi rst-generation Korean American spirituality 
alone, I offer a further point for refl ection: Through the lens of gender, 
one can argue that second-generation Korean American Christians have 
more in common with these two constituencies who perpetuate gender 
 bias   and  hierarchy   through near exclusion in spiritually authoritative posi-
tions of high visibility,  110   language in worship, and spheres outside of the 
Church, such as the home. I argue this by illustrating the heavy infl uence 
American  evangelicalism   and Korean  spirituality   have had upon Korean 
American spirituality. While I agree with Kim that Korean American spiri-
tuality is diverse, emergent, and therefore something slightly different, 
its foundational building blocks are noticeable and must be considered. 
Gender ideologies—based largely upon American evangelicalism and 
fundamentalism—maintain traditional beliefs regarding men and women 
and their gender roles which meld rather conveniently with the tenets of 
Confucianism, one of the major social philosophies of life that infl uences 
Korean Americans. Gender cannot go unanalyzed when the foundational 
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cores of both American evangelicalism and  Confucianism   contribute heav-
ily to Korean American spirituality in both practice and in ideology. 

 While this proliferation of traditional gender ideology appears to be the 
case in my informal observations of Korean American churches elsewhere 
and among several of the men I interviewed, there exists at  Christ Church  , 
a church and group of second-generation Korean American men that are 
refashioning this mold. Several of them are committed to more egalitarian 
values in their (potential) marriages on account of their spirituality.  
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    CHAPTER 6   

    Abstract     This concluding chapter suggests key components to consider 
for persons who work with second-generation Korean American men. 
Issues of empowerment and self-agency affect men internally and socially, 
particularly in relation to their fathers. Hearn suggests that if Korean 
American men are to heal and contribute in positive ways to their com-
munities, those who work with them need to consider curricular issues, 
validation of a man’s personhood, initiation into community and inter-
relatedness, and the need for multiple interpretive lenses. Hearn proposes 
that transformative formation is not transmissive teaching alone but one 
that engages men where they are.  

  Keywords     Korean American men   •   Religious education   •   Spiritual 
 formation   •   Practical theology   

    INTRODUCTION 
 I argue to this point that  Korean American   men are more accurately 
interpreted as sociohistorical constructs whose use of spirituality 
(i.e., their held beliefs and practices of what they deem of ultimate 
value) helps to reinforce and reinterpret their lived experiences and 
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held  ideologies. I do not, however, advocate for a  strict  sociohistorical 
reading of Korean American men either; our  bodies   and physical lives 
do matter as do the bodies and physical lives of those around us. 

 On account of the conviction that bodies do matter, coupled with 
my own commitment to liberative praxis, this fi nal chapter offers an ini-
tial conversation into the  religious education   and  spiritual formation   of 
Korean American men. My purpose in sharing this is to raise a few perti-
nent issues and to spur on  pastoral   imagination among those who work 
with Korean American men and women. 

   Philosophical Underpinnings of Working with Men 

 A few years ago, I began reading Stephen  Boyd  ’s  The Men We Long to Be: 
Beyond Lonely Warriors and Desperate Lovers  searching for resources in 
 Men’s Studies   and Christian  spirituality  . I was struck by the project Boyd 
set out to accomplish: help men  heal   from inner and outer  destruction   
in order to live more holistically. He establishes his work with men upon 
seven premises which I fi nd translates well in my own work with Korean 
American  men  :

    1.    men are not inherently violent,   
   2.    one can view hegemonic masculinity through a theological frame of 

sin and a move away from what men are created to be,   
   3.    men participate in an oppressive system that keeps them bound yet 

calls them to address,   
   4.    communities with new visions of  manhood   are needed to tend to 

this transformation,   
   5.    men are interdependent and their well-being is linked to others,   
   6.    certain aspects of the Christian tradition (theology and practice) 

have negatively infl uenced men and society, and   
   7.    the “pursuit of bliss is [men’s] duty”— bliss  understood as true hap-

piness, the result of “ wholeness   and participation in God’s realm of 
justice and love.”  1      

  With these premises in mind, I raise three common issues that reoccur 
at different points throughout the interviews and in my own work with 
Korean American men. These are: (1) empowerment, (2) sense of self, and 
(3) sense of others.  
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   Empowerment, Self, and Others (Especially  Father  s) 

 Stephen Boyd’s premises, particularly his third point of living within an 
oppressive system, is brought to further light when we juxtapose Michael 
 Kaufman  ’s important theoretical underpinning regarding  patriarchy  . 
Kaufman contends that while patriarchy extends a gross advantage to men 
to the disadvantage of women,  untended  patriarchy as a matter of social 
and  positional power  , also leads to violence toward women, other men, 
and a man’s own self.  2   

 Kaufman asserts that the rape of a woman, for instance, is more about 
issues of  power   and less about the playing out of sexual fantasy or physi-
cal sex. Having analyzed various testimonies of rapists, Kaufman notes 
that many of these men who felt socially powerless are drawn to physical 
violence as a way to demonstrate their power and attain some measure of 
control and authority. “Violence against women can become a means of 
trying to affi rm [a man’s] personal power”  3   in an ideological structure 
(i.e., patriarchy) that differentiates masculine from feminine qualities and 
castigates those men who do not exhibit these to the extent that is socially 
acceptable. If a man cannot demonstrate to others his ‘manliness’ through 
socially expected norms (e.g., sexual virility, athleticism, professional sta-
tus), there remains the resort to violence. As one scholar notes, a “man 
may still retrieve the ultimate tool of manly self-assertiveness: omnipo-
tence through violence.”  4   This sense of feeling powerful is increased when 
achieved through group approval as observed in the subculture of college 
fraternities and their views toward women and their bodies.  5   

 A friend once tuned me into an overwhelmingly popular internet video 
series entitled, “ Ktown Cowboys  .” In the vein of pop-culture reality 
shows, the overall plot of the videos has to do with a group of  second- 
generation     Korean American men that introduces  Los Angeles    Koreatown   
to a recent East Coast transplant. What becomes quickly apparent in the 
various episodes is the performance of masculinity and male bonding at 
the degradation of women. Women are often seen as sex objects and used 
for masculine rites of passage.  6   

 In their pursuit for empowerment, men not only commit violence 
toward women, they commit it toward other men. If social power for men 
is positional—that is, my identity as a man is defi ned in relation to other 
persons, particularly other men—then the potential for competition and 
 posturing   increases. If a man can prove himself ‘masculine’ (i.e., hege-
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monic  masculinity  ) then other men become potential contributors to this 
project whether by group approval or by defeat. I become a man either 
through your approval or by overcoming you or both (learner overcoming 
the master). To overcome another man is to prove one’s potency. This is 
witnessed everyday at the local gym when strangers and friends who get 
together to play a game of pick-up basketball ‘one-up’ each other and try 
to make the other look bad in front of onlookers. We heard this posturing 
in the observations and interviews of men with regards to  Turkeybowl   and 
 Fruit of the Spirit Bowl  . One supposes that online  social media   is another 
way that posturing and empowerment occurs as the number of “likes” 
“friends” and “retweets” is a way to feel some measure of agency in rela-
tion to others. 

 Empowerment that comes through approval is not necessarily violent 
or destructive (e.g., help groups). However, when the approval comes as 
a result of harm done to others such as fraternal endorsement of a brother 
who “hooks up,” “gets some,” or “hits that”  7   with an unknown person 
at a party, it reinforces a  patriarchal   system that engenders various forms 
of  violence  . 

 By committing these various forms of violence toward women and 
other men, men ironically, commit acts of self-violence. This third form of 
violence is the result of living in a patriarchal society that privileges males 
(especially hegemonic men) and sets up a destructive sex-gender system 
that leaves men feeling inadequate and isolated when they do not meet 
this script. 

 For Korean and Asian American men, these common issues for men 
in society become even more complex on account of race. As society has 
historically scripted racial and gender  stereotypes   for Asian American 
men, these scripts potentially disempower men by setting up a construct 
that further marginalizes them from a normative account of the mascu-
line. Asian American men have often been emasculated and feminized, 
thus taking a considerable part of the normative script (i.e., sexual virility 
and personal agency) away from them. Furthermore, for some, cultural 
scripting of  fi lial piety   and self-abnegation contributes to additional feel-
ings of disempowerment.  8   And if one feels powerless in an ideological 
structure (patriarchy) that supposes one’s ascent to privilege and power, 
the one who falls short of that normative script will look for it through 
other avenues. For Korean American men this occurs primarily in the pri-
vate sphere but also in select public, cultural, and social spheres where a 
 Confucian   belief system based upon the privileging of male over female 
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and older over younger provides an alternative option to the scripts they 
are often funneled into “playing” in their workplaces and society as we 
have heard in the interviews. Consequently, when there is a lack of control 
and  agency  , the bodies of women  9   and men (as seen in the  sports tourna-
ments  ) become sites of control. 

 The idea of control and agency was a recurrent theme in the inter-
views, particularly as it had to do with the relationship between the men 
and their  father  s. According to the men, most fathers exhibited some 
form of control over their lives through physical punishment, emotional 
trauma, or fear. Eric recalls a tumultuous upbringing aimed primarily at 
helping him succeed in the “public sphere [that] held very high stakes.”  10   
According to Eric for instance, learning to play an instrument was not 
an endeavor to appreciate music or to learn a musical skill. Rather it was 
to “succeed in a violent competition” that would one day see him attain 
a “life unthreatened by poverty,” especially poignant for immigrant par-
ents who were “very anxious about surviving in America.” His parents 
believed that beating others in competition and being the best among 
his peers would help him in life. Later in the interview, Eric shared how 
his  father  ’s own  internal racism   and self-loathing caused him to disallow 
Eric from speaking Korean at  home   or improper grammatical English in 
his presence:

  He would feign misunderstanding. He would just say, “I can’t understand 
what you’re telling me,” you know with me being nine or ten years old at 
the time. “I can’t understand what you’re saying because you used a depen-
dent clause improperly in that sentence.” I’d have to repeat everything I 
said.  11   

   Paul shares a similar story of childhood struggle as his father, who thought 
Paul was too soft in character, used sports as a ploy to toughen him up:

  Weekends I would have to wake up at fi ve o’clock and play tennis with 
him for a few hours before coming home for the rest of my day…and it 
was grueling. It wasn’t even like a match. We might play a match but then 
after a certain point, if I wasn’t playing well or I screwed up in something, 
he’d get pissed. And then I would have to do constant drills with him until 
I got it right. And it…wasn’t encouraging. It was yelling at me and calling 
me things like, “You’re an idiot” or whatever, just a lot of those kinds of 
insults….I know that he didn’t really think of me as an idiot but I know 
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what he was trying to do. He was trying to piss me off to the point where I 
developed that aggression and do what he wanted me to do.  12   

   I asked Paul why he thought it was so important to his father to toughen 
him up and make him aggressive. He shared that having this aggression 
was the way his father survived his own parentless childhood and achieved 
some measure of life success. 

 Still others shared how their  father  ’s harsh physical punishment and 
exhibits of great emotional anger would instill fear in them. Their fathers’ 
great displays of anger occurred more frequently than the rare expressions 
of positive emotion. Several witnessed a polarity between extreme anger 
and a reservation of words. Laura  Uba  , writing about  Asian American   
family dynamics, comments that self-control of emotions, harmony, and 
reservation of words are values for which traditional Asian American fami-
lies often strive.  13   While the men’s families of origin appear to have taught 
these values indirectly, these values were also broken by their fathers’ dis-
plays of negative emotion and overbearing control. 

 Sadly, the men with these family upbringings have not gone unscathed as 
witnessed in Eric’s life journey of self-agency and actualization. He confesses 
that even in his mid-thirties, “I still haven’t fi gured myself out.”  14   He real-
ized beginning in his mid-twenties that:

  I needed the  freedom   in life to continue to change; to make decisions and 
realize they were wrong; to have the convictions and have the freedom to 
change them because I recognize [that they] didn’t hold true for me any-
more; to take a stance against, for instance, my parents or against institu-
tions that I had grown up within and be able to change that stance.  15   

   Speaking about the eroding relationship between him and his father, Eric 
would later declare with a small group of persons that “our roads had to 
diverge because he could not accept the person I was becoming.”  16   He 
would go on to share that he told his father in somewhat of an act of self- 
defi nition that “you take the worst in me and bring it out and you take the 
best in me and stomp it out.”  17   

 One might characterize Charles’ life also as a journey toward self- 
defi nition, control, and agency. His teenage years were plagued by a 
search for acceptance and identity. This search eventually turned to the 
use of hard drugs and promiscuity, where he admitted to “messing up a 
lot of lives.”  18   While in his mid-twenties he attended a conference that 
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helped him explore and heal many issues related to his family of origin; he 
still deals with the tenuous relationship between his parents and him. As 
Charles exercises one aspect of  fi lial piety  , giving his parents money on a 
regular basis, it has become an area of tension for him. “I hate giving you 
money” Charles would share to a group of men about what he told his 
parents. He would later add, “I don’t know what living in a way where we 
love each other in a healthy way [looks like].”  19   

 Michael had several run-ins with the law during his early twenties. He 
“got into drugs and alcohol and being promiscuous. You know just to the 
point where that’s the only thing that kind of made me happy and so I did 
it even more.”  20   He dabbled in a gang and was eventually incarcerated for 
driving under the infl uence (DUI) of alcohol. After he seemed to have put 
his life back together some, he was arrested for a second DUI and because 
he had a job, was put on house arrest, needing to wear an ankle bracelet in 
order for law enforcement to monitor his whereabouts. 

 Abe, now in his late thirties, seems to have come to a place of self- 
defi nition and control. This has not always been the case as he wished 
there was more trust shown by his parents during his child and teenage 
years. He alludes to how he was never allowed to play certain sports as an 
illustration of his parents’ fear for his safety which he believes prevented 
him from learning how to deal with his mistakes:

  As a child, I feel like you don’t understand things and then you kind of grow 
up into an adult and you’re like, uh, you know you’re insecure about certain 
things. I feel like I forced myself to overcome these fears because my parents 
instilled these fears in me. “Oh you get hurt in sports,” and so I only played 
sports where we didn’t have a bat…. So my parents were really, really overly 
cautious…. I feel like my parents should have let me fall on my face a few 
times and I think if I had learned that early it would have been easier for me 
to have accepted failure when I was growing up.  21   

   He would go on to share that while he was a good student, he had no 
idea how to handle the failure he faced when he got kicked out of school. 

 Self-control and self-actualization are key concepts for Tony’s view of 
masculinity and  manhood  . In his words, having “your shit together” and 
knowing that you can take care of important responsibilities such as a 
family, defi nes a man.  22   It was when he was in the military that he felt he 
had his act together the most and began to come into his own sense of 
manhood. It was the fi rst time he was living away from home on his own. 
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It was the fi rst time he had to think about  racism  . Sixteen-year-olds in the 
rural areas of the South made an impression upon him as they took care 
of their younger siblings, ran farms, and cared for the family when their 
 father  s got sick. Moreover, he was empowered by the awards he received 
for his high performance and felt great responsibility being entrusted with 
powerful weaponry:

  You’re like  that  young and are given so much power…. You know, they’re 
giving you live weapons and they’re like making you, putting you in charge 
of people’s lives. It’s a big deal. And it gives you that responsibility whether 
you [take advantage of it] or [not]. For me, I [took advantage of] it.  23   

   Brian’s story is a little different in that he wishes his father would have 
brought a different quality of leadership and presence with the family. His 
 disappointment   in his father is clearly evident when he speaks about his 
father’s lack of modeling maturity to his sons as he “cusses in Korean,” 
fi ghts with his wife frequently, and is not “responsible with his work.”  24   
Communication and language issues are also a source of distance between 
Brian and his father. Growing up, he was embarrassed of his father, in part, 
because of his  father  ’s broken English. Furthermore, the lack of healthy 
conversation and relational modeling between his parents seems to have 
weighed on him. When I asked Brian what he wanted to have heard or 
seen from his father, if language was not a barrier, he replied:

  I would have liked to have seen…my parents really enjoying each other’s 
company. That’s what I really wanted to see. That they were, even though 
we go through different struggles, they would [say], “Hey, I do care for 
you.” More than my mom or dad saying that they love [me], I’d rather see 
them saying that they love each other. I think that’d be more important 
to me.  25   

   Learned aggression and a lack of fatherly presence cannot be overlooked 
in trying to understand why the men’s fathers behaved with apparent 
iron fi sts. When I asked the men why they thought their fathers acted 
the way they did or held stubbornly to certain (racial) beliefs, the major-
ity of answers had to do with the way their fathers lacked any guidance 
themselves when they were younger. Moreover,  Japanese    oppression  , the 
 Korean War  , or their father’s own military service (or any combination of 
the three) traumatically affected many of their fathers. Peter reasoned that 
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his father was so narrow-minded and carried deep-seated resentment on 
account of Japanese oppression:

  I think my dad is just a traditionalist and he’s just very closed…. He comes 
from the wartime where Japan took over Korea and stripped him of his 
culture and his language. So I think there’s a lot of bitterness and anger 
that carried through. And you know something about fi rst-generation 
Korean dads having some kind of vendetta or something…some anger or 
the Korean card to pull out and say, “You know these people have wronged 
me so I deserve retribution or I can afford to make fun of people and mock 
them.”  26   

   Ryan also uses the  Korean War   to frame his father’s harsh treatment of him 
during his childhood years:

  During the Korean War, my grand father   disappeared and a lot of the men 
disappeared. And so you [can] imagine during that time period, there [was] 
a…fl ux of men missing in this…generation’s life of fathers. So we have fathers 
who didn’t have their fathers around because of the Korean War. So my 
father grew up without a father; he was four or fi ve years old when his father 
disappeared. He basically had to live on his own, survive on his own, and try 
to fi gure out what it is to be a man on his own [with] no one to teach him.  27   

   Although these stories of tumult and upheaval are common among most 
of these men, a few told alternative stories indicating the relatively healthy 
relationships they have with their parents. Jimmy and John both convey 
that they have good relationships particularly with their fathers. In John’s 
case, this was not always so as his father was gone a lot from the  home   
during his childhood years. John felt that his father was disconnected from 
his wife and the rest of the family. However, as his father became “more 
committed to the faith,” John refl ects that his father began to change 
becoming more present and helpful around the house.  28   John’s father for 
instance, continues to make large lunches for John even though he is a 
grown adult. Paul, whose father used sports to toughen him up, com-
ments how his father has changed over the years:

  For the last year, my dad has done a lot of apologizing of the way he raised 
me because he didn’t know what he was doing…. He was not good showing 
his affection towards his kids because he didn’t have it growing up. No one 
showed him how to do it.  29   
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   Paul would recount a fairly recent episode he had with his father to illus-
trate his father’s new efforts. As Paul was watching football on television 
one Sunday afternoon, his father came over and joined him:

      Dad     Hey, who do you like? 

     Paul     I like the Bears. 

     Dad     Oh yeah, why? 

     Paul     Because I’ve always liked them. 

     Dad     Oh yeah? Me too.  30   

       Paul shared with great emotion how this exchange moved him since he 
knew that his  father  ’s favorite team was not the  Chicago Bears  , but the 
 Dallas Cowboys  . “It was his way of connecting with me.”  31   

 The change, however, was not always with the men’s fathers. Abe 
would share that it was a realization about his father that brought Abe to 
a healthier place with his father:

  I just realized maybe fi ve years ago…how my dad loved me. My dad can’t 
talk about [the love he has for me]. But he’ll do anything you want. You 
wake up in the morning every day and he’ll make you the same meal. It’s 
the only meal that he knows how to make, but he’ll make it every day. And 
[I’m] like, “What the heck dad? I don’t even want it, but I’ll eat it because 
you made it.” And you know? He’ll break his back for [me].  32   

      What Are We To Do? 

 For some, these stories of the men might seem all too familiar and may 
bring up some painful memories of one’s own. We may be left asking 
the question, how then can we work with Korean American men? I have 
asked this question repeatedly as I have worked with Korean American 
men and boys over the years in various church contexts. While there is no 
one correct method or model that is a sure-fi re way of working with men, 
I propose that we rethink curricular issues, consider several implications 
for those working with Korean American men, and refi ne our purposes in 
working with men. 

 The majority of the men I interviewed and have worked with have 
grown up in  Korean American churches   where the spirituality, theology, 
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and formation are generally consistent from church to church. Men’s 
groups and other formation groups have structured their time together 
with the purposes of faith formation centered around a transmission of 
doctrine, tradition, and scripture. That is, if the group is taught the Bible 
and understands orthodox doctrine fi rst, the assumption is that the per-
sons in the group will be led to live a more faithful and Godly life; it is 
a linear and unidirectional way of formation, from theory to practice. 
While Korean American Christian formation and  education   is largely 
patterned after an  evangelical   model based upon bible-centeredness and 
the passing down of religious tradition through transmissive  pedagogy  , I 
contend that we need to try something different.  33   The ahistorical and 
acontextual approaches  34   to Christian formation and education many of 
the men have experienced has resulted in lifeless Christianity, knowing 
much  about  God and the Christian tradition but little  of  God and the 
power behind the tradition. 

 Paulo  Freire  ’s education for critical consciousness and transformation is 
important here. Freire applies the term “ banking method  ” to demonstrate 
how educators versed in a transmissive style of teaching deposit informa-
tion into their learners (he calls these learners “receptacles”) only to pull 
out this information later, when needed.  35   One problem that this style of 
education poses is the learner’s diffi culty of internalizing the content. It 
results in producing learners who know content matter but have yet to 
grasp the signifi cance behind it in such a way that allows the learner to use 
it in a multitude of contexts and situations. Freire argues that when this 
failure occurs, true and full liberation of the learner has not occurred. The 
learner continues to be a prisoner to his or her own learning. 

 We often hear from preachers and  pastors   that our faith is not meant to 
be a Sunday-only-faith. Rather, we are to incorporate it into our lives in 
such a way that this integration is manifest throughout the week. Yet, from 
a formational lens, I contend that it is diffi cult for men to make  meaning   
of their faith when the  pedagogy   implicitly communicates that their lives 
are secondary to the learning of the tenets of faith through scripture.  36   
The men I have worked with need to ask and discuss life questions that 
deal with concrete issues in their lives. 

 Freire’s response to the banking method of education then is summed 
up in the word   conscientization   —a coming into critical consciousness. The 
term carries the idea of an awakening to the realities of the self in relation 
to the world around it.  37   Working with Brazilian peasants concerning their 
welfare and health conditions, Freire showed them a series of pictures of 
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daily activities and asked them to explain what was occurring in each situ-
ation. He proceeded to facilitate a discussion among the people about the 
structural intricacies and diffi culties they faced in order to draw out refl ec-
tions on life as a fi rst step toward constructive action.  

   Curricular Issues 

 In order for conscientization to occur, those working with Korean 
American men must consider the curricular starting points in order to 
help men make (faith) meaning of their (faith) lives. Consider starting 
with a practice that these men keep regularly in their lives. In one of the 
men’s groups I facilitated, I began the very fi rst session playing  basketball   
together. After playing a few games, we made our way to the lounge area 
and ate dinner. Our conversation, which began during the meal, centered 
around the idea of basketball playing, our  bodies  , and what it means to 
be a man in the United States today. Race, power, and physical health was 
introduced into the conversation at various points in our discussion and 
refl ection. The purposes of this and ensuing conversations were twofold. 
First, I aimed to integrate a common practice of these men’s lives (i.e., 
sports) with their faith. Many of them commented throughout the weeks 
that this was a different kind of men’s group than what they had been a 
part of in the past. Instead of viewing sports as separated from  spiritual 
formation  , these practices were assumed a part of it. Second, by introducing 
common practices into the  pedagogy  , now, as Freire advocates, we can 
critically refl ect upon the concrete pieces of our individual and collective 
lives so as to pave the way for a discussion of structural and  systemic   issues. 
 Spiritual formation   involves discerning the sacred amidst the secular and 
is regularly the result of mindfulness, critical awareness, and refl ection. 
When we introduce practices with critical refl ection (  praxis   ), we now have 
the opportunity to delve deeper into our held meanings of those very 
practices. To discuss why a man feels the need to “one up” another man 
on the basketball court begins to peel back the socially constructed layers 
of power, agency, and  masculinity  . By naming the structures of one’s con-
text, one gains a bit of agency and control over these.  38   And in bringing 
awareness to common practices, we offer the opportunity to change the 
very way we live our lives and hold our faith. 

 Consider then the starting points. Movies, physical exercises, eating 
food together, reading an excerpt from a book, watching a video clip, are 
a few curricular starting points one might mull over in addition to a bible 
study or a sermon. Allow for critical refl ection and discussion following 
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these starting points. Furthermore, if one is working individually, and not 
in a group, with a Korean American man, one can still alter the starting 
point. Whether in a small group or in a one-to-one relationship, a key 
consideration is to begin with where the man is in his own life.  39   

 Similarly, work to develop one’s listening skills as it helps to bring a 
healthy presence to the relationship.  40   Past men’s groups in which I have 
participated have made it a point to create an atmosphere of listening, 
probing, and vulnerable sharing. There is explicit communication from the 
beginning that the men are not trying to “fi x” one another but are trying 
to grow together through listening postures.  41   Maria  Harris   and Gabriel 
 Moran   offer that listening grounded in deep silence enables persons to 
tend creatively to the world’s cries. This listening is not limited only to 
Holy Scripture but includes the voices of those as close to us as our family 
and friends.  42   When men begin to listen deeply to one another, they plant 
seeds for an intimate connectedness that engages their spirituality.  43   Dan 
 McAdams   writes that intimacy is “the desire to share that which is inner-
most with another person.”  44   For some men, building intimacy is not solely 
about communicating one’s innermost thoughts. Some need to work not 
on verbal communication and sharing, but on refl ective listening that does 
not fi x or judge the other.  45   We learn intimacy as acceptance and response, 
not as the process of fi xing problems. This type of listening “avoids inter-
preting or judging one another. Rather, it lets one another be.”  46   

 The relational dynamic one hopes to establish among the men is 
another aspect to contemplate. I have found that Korean American men 
thrive when they are in a non-judmental environment of trust and vulner-
ability. Again, for many, they have come from cultural and spiritual envi-
ronments where it is commonplace for a parent,  pastor  , or spiritual leader 
to tell them the right way of living without providing them much space to 
be heard or deeply seen. This approach parallels Freire’s  banking method   
where the learner has had minimal opportunity to refl ect upon and inte-
grate the content with their own lives. While the wisdom and advice may 
very well be valuable, the processes of formation are questionable such 
that the man is not inclined to accept the wisdom. He rejects not  what  is 
being offered, but  how  or by  whom  it is offered since there is little effort to 
engage who he truly is. 

 As one nurtures an environment of intimacy and engaged listening, 
men now have the space to narrate their stories. In the African  American   
religious tradition, Anne Streaty  Wimberly   offers that a crucial step to 
faith formation is to tell one’s life story for it begins to unlock and link the 
various pieces of a person’s life with the holy.  47   I fi nd that providing space 
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to recreate and offer one’s life in their own voice has led to powerful and 
intimate moments with men. Open-ended questions or phrases such as, 
“When did you most feel like a man?” or “Name a time when you were 
most frustrated with either yourself or someone close to you,” begin to 
reveal these men’s lives.  

   Implications for Spiritual Formation 

 The  spiritual formation   of Korean American men is complex in that it 
incorporates various curricular and pedagogical concerns with critical and 
systemic issues surrounding the social construction of Korean American 
men. Given the lack of agency I have witnessed among second-generation 
Korean American men, I fi rst fi nd  initiation   an important concept and 
implication for those who work with Korean American men. By initia-
tion, I do not suggest a move back to the vision quests of the   mytho-poetic    
movements of the 1970s and 1980s or the more recent  Promise Keepers   
movement of the 1990s. This is not an advocacy for men needing to dis-
cover their “inner” man or step into their “rightful” place as the head of 
the family. I am rather proposing that men need to be initiated in  them-
selves  and into  community . 

 By being initiated in themselves, I mean that we build cultures of valida-
tion and actualization. This may take actual rites of passage where men are 
validated in their personhood and being rather than in their masculinity, 
which in North America is a hegemonic masculinity. Korean American 
men need to be validated fi rst in who they are and not only in who they 
should be. This may be realized in validating who they are at work, who 
they are as parents, or even, who they are at play. I understand that this 
commitment to initiation and validation comes with criticism, particularly 
a gendered one where many women and children have suffered the con-
sequences of unaddressed  patriarchy  . I have two responses to this. First, 
I emphasize the validation of the  person , not the support of irresponsible 
action though admittedly, this is oftentimes hard to distinguish. Second, I 
do not advocate for a reinforcement of patriarchy but rather a new social 
project that begins to bring men to a healthier and more self-giving place. 
In order for this healthier change to occur, Korean American men need 
to know that they are seen and accepted both in their striving to do better 
and in their blemishes. I have facilitated an exercise where I ask men, when 
ready, to stand up behind their chairs one-by-one and introduce them-
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selves from the point of view of the person from whom they need the most 
validation.  48   The majority of the men introduce themselves from their 
 father  ’s or spouse’s point of view and do so with much trouble because of 
the  pain   they feel from these relationships. It is important to note, how-
ever, that this validation is not a license to live irresponsibly or recklessly 
with no others in mind. It is rather a call to live responsibly in relation to 
others and to pursue their discernment of God’s vocation upon their lives. 
Many of the men do not carry a healthy measure of self-worth; rather, it is 
self-criticism.  49    Initiation   begins to address the self-criticism and fractured 
self by helping men to view themselves in a different capacity, one that 
is affi rmed by others who assist the initiation and in doing so, affi rm the 
 person  of the man, not necessarily the man of the person. 

 Furthermore, an initiation into community is an invitation into inter-
relatedness. It is a call for men to realize that they are not isolated from 
others and that their actions, beliefs, and values have an effect on not only 
themselves, but also those around them. Invitation into community is a 
challenge to let a man’s guard down (to stop the  posturing  ) and to realize 
that he matters to them and they to him. It requires that men care for their 
self in order that they might care for others. 

 A second implication concerns Korean American churches and lead-
ers. If we are to adequately form second-generation Korean American 
men, then we need a training that provides us with multiple interpretive 
lenses. As I have proposed throughout, there are many complexities to 
second-generation Korean Americans regarding their lived experiences in 
the United States today. In order to analyze and comprehend the intricacy 
of Korean Americans, it is vital that we look to other disciplines in addi-
tion to traditional theological sources for guidance. The ministry of the 
church and the Korean American community as a whole would benefi t 
from the melding of traditional theological curriculum with other dis-
ciplines. Training in  racial   and  gender   construction and the learning of 
Asian American immigrant history, for instance, would give religious lead-
ers more resources to understand the people whom they serve. As life 
experiences become ever so complex, our churches need leaders who are 
able to discern the underlying structures of people’s lives. I have witnessed 
in Korean American churches an increased emphasis upon intrapersonal 
awareness and psychological concepts (e.g.,  family of origin  ) and yet, still 
lag behind in their abilities to discuss macro,  systemic   issues that concern 
Korean Americans in  society  . Though many Asian Americans are carrying 
out this work in fi elds and disciplines unrelated to theology, it seems that 
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our ecclesial leaders on the whole, have either turned to these resources 
minimally or not at all. It is vital for our church leaders to take cross- 
disciplinary courses in their theological training and when they are not 
offered, to have the vision and boldness to request taking these courses 
elsewhere. 

 A fi nal implication for leaders and churches is the need to set up minis-
tries where men have the opportunity to live life together in healthy ways. 
By this, I am not advocating for a men’s night out of sitting together to 
play poker or to have a night out without the spouse and children where 
one can “just be a man” in the sense of Robert  Connell  ’s hegemonic 
 masculinity  . Rather, I am advocating for ministries to be set up where men 
can share intentional spiritual life together in service, refl ection, and fel-
lowship. Serving together on projects (e.g., food pantry feedings, Habitat 
for Humanity experiences) is a good way to help men bond construc-
tively. If a church is limited with their resources, partner with other orga-
nizations who are already doing these various service ministries. Establish 
small groups where men are given topics to refl ect upon in order to raise 
self-awareness and create intimacy among one another. Train facilitators 
to acquire good listening skills and the ability to deeply explore an issue. 
In turn, these ministries are calling men to live life differently as a result of 
understanding their interrelatedness with one another.  

   Ask Why I Work with Korean American Men 

 As I conclude this book, I ask that we (re)consider why we work with 
Korean American men. One’s answer gets to the heart of why one begins 
the journey and stays committed to the work. If your answer is only to 
make conversions to the faith, you might fi nd yourself frustrated working 
with Korean American men. They need more than a simple conversion to 
the faith if your understanding of conversion is to pray the sinner’s prayer, 
to accept Jesus into your heart, and so on. If your ultimate goal of work-
ing with Korean American men is to unconsciously have them understand 
theological propositions and doctrines, then again, you might fi nd your-
self unsatisfi ed in the long run. 

 If by conversion, however, you have in mind a transformation of one’s 
life such that it affects their whole existence, then I fi nd that many Korean 
American men want to be a part of this. And if by theological refl ection 
and  spiritual formation   you take seriously the process of helping men to 
critically refl ect upon the concrete realities of their lives in conjunction 
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with their religious tradition, again, I fi nd that many Korean American 
men will be engaged in this endeavor. 

 My short answer to why I work with Korean American men is this: 
Korean American men and Korean American society need healing. As a 
church leader and practical theologian, I am committed to realizing the 
abundant life God desires for all (John 10:10) and in order to come to this 
realization, there are aspects we need to broach and address as I have laid 
out in this book. Whether it is  Irenaeus   or someone else who uttered the 
words, I hope to see Korean American men come fully alive so that our 
Korean American communities can be more peaceful places. I encourage 
you then, whether on your own or with others, to consider the overarch-
ing purpose of your work with Korean American men.   
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